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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
An experimental pushbroom scan sensor, called the Multispectral Resource
Sampler (MRS) is being developed by NASA for possible earth orbiting spacecraft
flight in the mid-1980's. This sensor will provide new and unique earth survey
research capabilities beyond those possible with current sensor systems, It
was the purpose of this workshop to gather together representatives of the re-
mote sensing research community to make them aware of the capabilities of the:
MRS concept, to elicit their response about the utility of such a system as a
research tool in the various disciplines, and to encourage suggestions for the
improvement of the MRS desigIn. This .document contains a summary of the present-
ations and the recommendations of each panel.
The MRS Workshop was held on May 31 and June 1, 1979 at Colorado State
University (C.S.U.) in Fort Collins, Colorado. The workshop was opened by Dr.
Maxwell of C.S.U., who welcomed the participants. The morning presentations on
May 31 were devoted to familiarizing the participants with the MRS system, its
history, the technology involved and present system design. Dr. Calabrese, the
first speaker, reviewed the history of the MRS in the context of the development
of Landsat sensors. (Section 3.1.) Dr. Schnetzler then described the MRS
..	 System as it is presently conceived (Section 3.2). Much of the material covered
.; by Dr. Schnetzler appears in the paper, "Multispectral Resource Sampler: An
experimental satellite sensor for the mid-1980's" by Schnetzler and Thompson
in the proceedings of the SHE Technical Symposium, May, 1979. This paPer is
included for reference in Appendix A.
v µ
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A summary of the solid state, multiple linear array technology involved
in the MRS was provided by Mr. Thompson. (section 3.3.) A paper covering much
of the same mate rial, "Remote Sensing Using Solid State Array Technology," pub-
lished in Photogrammetric Engineering & Remote Sensing Vol. 45, No, l., is pre-
sented in Appendix B. The morning session was closed with a description of the
engineering considerations involved in the design of the MRS by Mr. Meyer.
(Section 3.4.)
The afternoon session of May 31 was devoted to presentations by researchers
from several disciplines, describing some of the possibilities and implications
of the MRS sensor for research. These presentations are briefly summarized in
Sections 3,5-3.11. As far as possible the presentation materials are included
with the sum-. ries.
The next day the workshop participants were divided into separate
panels, according to discipline, to discuss the MRS. At the conclusion of dis-
cussions the panel chairmen presented a summary of the panels deliberation. The
panel reports are presented in Part II of this report.
The participants of the workshop are listed in enclosure 1.1. The com-
plete agenda of the workshop is shown in enclosure 1.2.
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ENCLOSURE 1.2
MRS WORKSHOP AGENDA
MAY 31, 9 a.m.
OPENING REMARKS	 Gene Maxwell, Colorado State U.
INTRODUCTION	 Mike Calabrese, NASA Headquarters
THE MULTISPECTRAL RESOURCE SAMPLER (MRS)SENSOR -
Charles Schnetzler, NASA/GSFC
COFFEE BREAK
MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAY (Pushbroom Scan) TECHNOLOGY
BACKGROUND
Les Thompson, NASA/GSFC
SENSOR ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS
Bill Meyer, NASA/GSFC
GENERAL DISCUSSION
LUNCH
BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE STUDIES, AND THE POTENTIAL OF MRS
Jim Smith, CSU
ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION TECHNIQUES AND THE POTENTIAL OF THE MRS
Bob Turner, Science Applications, Inc.
SPECTRAL FEATURES IN THE 0.4-1.0 um REGION
GEOLOC;Y •
	
Graham Hunt, USGS
VEGETATION	 Steve Ungar, NASA/GISS
COFFEE BREAK
SPATIAL RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS FOR EARTH RESOURCES APPLICATIONS
Lee Miller, Texas A&M
POTENTIAL INFORMATION CONTENT OF POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS
Bob Walraven, U. of California, Davis
TEMPORAL RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS FOR EARTH RESOURCES APPLICATIONS
Arch Park, GE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORKSHOP SESSIONS
Charles Schnetzler, NASA/GSFC
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ENCLOSURE 1.2 (CONT'D)
JUNE 1, 8:30 a.m.
BREAK INTO DISCIPLINE PANELS FOR DETAILED DISCUSSION OF MRS
(8:30 to 2:00 p.m., with break for lunch)
PLENARY SESSION - REPORT BY PANEL CHAIRMEN, WITH DISCUSSION
ADJOURN - Approximately 3:30 p.m.
A
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2.0
	
INTRODUCTION
During the second day at the workshop, the workshop participants were
divided by discipline into eight discipline panels. These panels were each
charged with the task of reviewing the utility of the MRS as a research tool
for their particular discipline and to recommend modifications to the sensor
design "which would improve the research capabilities of the MRS., The panels
(engineering excepted) were given a set of discussion topics as a guide for the
par ►el discussions. The topics are listed in Table 2.1.
The panel re.perts are presented below as submitted by the panel chair-
men. The discipline groups were:
t	 Agriculture
•	 Atmospheric Studies
•	 Engineering
e	 Forestry
i	 Geology
•	 Hydrology/Oceanography
e	 Land Use
e	 Rangeland/Soils.
2-1,
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DISCUSSION TOPICS
2.
3.
4.
To enhance its research capability for your discipline, what changes
would you recommend in the MRS design?
e.g. Spectral Filters (including Polarization)
Spatial Resolution
Radiometric sensitivity (Quantization level)
Swath Width
Modes
Pointing angles and speeds.
(Keep in mind the Technology/Engineering constraints discussed
yesterday.)
What areas of new research in your discipline cannot be performed with
current satellite sensors or the proposed Thematic Mapper? Which of
these might be addressable with the MRS as currently configured or with
feasible modifications?
What Pre-Flight research requires special stress (over next 3 to 5 years)
to:
a. Set sensor design and operation
b. Insure optimum utilization during flight
(Be as specific as possible regarding objective, approach and
necessary resources)
e.g. Bidirectional Modeling
Atmospheric correction tech. development
On-board data compression methods
Polarization modeling.
What are the benefits of flying the MRS with the Thematic Mapper?
What are the impacts of flying the MRS without the Thematic Mapper?
Considering a potential data rate change to a 30 megabit per second,
would you:
2-2
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-- wont 15 m resolution over a 30 km swath in all 4 bands; or,
would you use this added data rate in some other manner?
6.	 What type of data products should be produced for experimenter/users;
and assuming several significant experiments in your discipline; how many
scenes would be required per month?
OF POOR PAqg 1s
QUALITY
	
2.1	 AGRICULTURAL PANEL
E.T. Kanemasu, Chairman; Marvin Bauer, Eugene Brach, Jerry Hatfield,
Claire Hay-, Dave Landgrebe, Bob MacDonald, Arch Park, Dave Simonett, Steve
Ungar, Jan Cipra
Question 1
To enhance its research capability for your discipline what changes
would you recommend in the MRS design?
	
1.1	 Spectral issues
1.1.1 Propose filter change for looking at the GISS red shift
(Collins, W. 1978. Photog, Engr. and Rem. Sens. 44:
43-55)--(730-750nm) to (740-760nm).
1.1.1 Propose changing (670-690nm) to (665-685nm) or (660-680nm)
to avoid the sharp rise in reflectance near 700nm.
1.1.2 Because there are limited data on the use of polarizers for
assessing vegetation type and condition, the panel cannot
define the specific polarization filters; however some
members of the panel expressed a degree of pessimism about
the additional information gained from polarization
especially for classification.
1.1.3 Panel emphasizes the need to systematically obtain infor-
mation on spectral wavelengths and bandwidths before
alternative recommendations be made.
	
1.2	 Operating Modes
1.2.1 Recommend 30 MBS.
1.2.2 Desire 30 km swath width.
1.2.3 Selection of 10 bit precision would be based on the impact
of atmospheric and other noise on analysis results.
	
1.3	 Spatial issues
1.3.1 15m is acceptable.
LAW 2-4
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Question 2
What areas of research can be addressed by (a) both TM and MRS
	
(b)
with MRS alone?
(a) 2.1
	 It was the consensus of the panel that MRS should be
viewed as an adjunct to TM and not as a competitor or
replacement.
2.2	 Subsample TM with MRS with greater radiometric and
spatial resolution in the areas of crop discrimination
and crop condition.
2.3	 Classification and crop assessment experiments where
TM and MRS are used in concert to assess the effects
of increasing spatial, spectral, and temporal resolu-
tion and correcting for atmospheric effects.
2.4
	 Monitor and detect low biomass,
2.5	 Relate MSS data utilization to TM and MRS.
(b) 2.6 Bidirectional and stereo experiments such as effects of
sun and viewing angles on biomass and leaf area assess-
ment and effects of soil reflectance and plant shadows
on scene reflectance.
2.7	 Assess crop condition with h ligh temporal, spectral, and
spatial resolution.
2.8
	 Assess crop discrimination with greater radiometric and
spatial resolution.
2.9	 Assess reflectance effects of dew on vegetal surface.
Question 3
What-pre-flight research requires special emphasfs?
3.1
	
Panel emphasizes the need for adequate funds for background research
and analysis of data.
3.2 The panel encourages research on other technologies (e.g., lead
sulfide, etc.) to make available other spectral regions (mid IR
and thermal) as soon as possible.
2-5 z
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	3.3	 Panel recommends a measurement program with a prototype instrument.
Recognizing the high cost associated with a complete aircraft
program, a low budget aircraft program would be acceptable.
3.3.1 Bidirectional reflectance research to assess crop condi-
tion and discrimination. Some members of the panel
emphasized the complex interactions among sun elevation,
azimuth angle, view angle, row direction, canopy geometry and
wavelength,
3.3.2 Polarization measurements on both the atmosphere and
vegetal surfaces.
3.3.3 Data acquisition frequency as a function of crap
phenology.
	
3.4	 Ground measurement prograr,
3.4.1 Do 3.3.1 to 3.3.3 with careful selection of platforms.
3.4.2 Experiments should include crop growth and yield models.
3.4.3 Experiments should include agrometeorological observa-
tions and expertise.
Question 4
What are the benefits of MRS flying with Landsat D-TM?
	
4,1	 Assess the effect of increased radiometric, spatial, and temporal
resolution in the 0.4 and 1.Opm range in crop discrimination
and crop condition experiments.
	
4.2	 Use MRS to subsample.
	
4.3	 Possible use of MRS to correct for atmospheric effects.
	
4.4	 Some experiments may utilize longer wavelength data from TM.
What are the impacts of flying without TM?
The panel raised questions in terms of
1) Changing orbit - time of data acquisition
2) Data rate limitations
3) Spectral band selection
4) Dual MRS system for stereo.
3
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Question 5
What type of data products should be produced?
5,1 Timeliness of data - there will be experiments which will require
the delivery of data within a few days (3) to a week. For others
the requirement could be as long as two weeks or more.
	
5.2	 Experimenter's control - the investigators need the capability to
impact the acquisition of data within '2-3 orbits.
	5.3	 Data processing research
	
the data are sufficiently more complex
than existing data so that we need research in new techniques
of handling and processing. On-board compression techniques need
to be investigated if limitations in data handling exist,
	
5.4	 Data format there needs to be the capability to produce raw
data but at the same time there needs to be a product that has a
common projection (U.T.M.) with minimal radiometric impact such
that multitemporal registration becomes possible for most of the
investigators. Moreover, the data must be able to be nested
hierarchically with TM and MSS,
	
5.5	 Header information - need info niation, i.e., calibration, geometric
distortion, etc., on the header of the CCT which permits the investi-
gator to apply all the necessary corrections.
Question 6
Assuming several significant experiments in your discipline, how
many scenes per month would be taken?
Panel could not provide exact numbers but would suggest that Skylab
experiments may give reasonable estimates,
1
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	2.2	 ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS AND POLARIZATION PANEL
P.N. Slater (Chairman); R.W. Dana, R, Kiang, R.E. Turner, and R. Walraven,
panel members.
Atmospheric measurements are proposed for determining corrections of
spectral'signatures for atmospheric effects and for monitoring atmospheric pollution,
Polarization ;studies are proposed (1) to improve scene contrast by subtraction
of atmospheric haze, (2) to discriminate, by differences in their polarizing
characteristics, features having very similar spectral signatures, and (3)
to identify stress in vegetation by the way it changes the polarizing properties
of the vegetation.
The following is a list of the questions discussed in the panel meeting
and the resulting answers:
	
1)	 What changes would you recommend to the MRS design?
Spectral and polarizing filters. Generally satisfactory but need
further study, particularly to find if the 360-400 nm filter can
be replaced by a 400-420 nm filter. This would substantially simplify
the optical design. The question was raised of tailoring the detector
response and optics to match the bands. For example, with the 400-420 nm
filter moved to array #1, all filters for that array would be in the
blue which would allow for optimizing the antireflection coating of
the detectors in that array and also optimizing the focus of that array.
Spatial resolution. 15 m at nadir is about as coarse as we can work
with. This corresponds to a pixel about 140m x 38m at +60 0
 to the
nadir. For best results, we need to point at a uniform, near-lambertian
area several pixels in size. A 10m pixel size at nadir would be
preferred.
Radiometric sensitivity. Adequate for atmospheric measurements but
10 bit quantization is highly desirable for polarization work where
the difference between two polarized images will be determined. A
 a' ampl ifier working i ste p s o 1	 2x 4x and 8x is	 bprogrammable 9 in pl 	 i g n	 p	 f x,	 ,	 	 ,
x	
also desirable for both polarized and non-polarized measurements.
Swath width. More than adequate for both atmospheric and polarization )
n	 work.
4
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Modes. 15m/15km is acceptable but 10m/7km is preferred.
Pointing, angles, +600
 fore and aft, although only one side of nadir
maybe adequate. ±40o
 across track, but ±80
 most important to monitor
TM scene. Pointing speeds need further discussion pending results of
question posed. (Note, the proposed operation of the system for both
the atmospheric and polarization studies is briefly as follows: The
map coordinates of predetermined sites would be used as input to
point the system. An intrack scan covering +0.15 0
 (or 2x pointing
accuracy) would be made around each pointing angle to ensure that
each site of interest was recorded.)
2) What are the pros and cons of flying with the TM?
We see the MRS as augmenting the TM capability by providing across
scene atmospheric correction data. Therefore, if the MTS is not on
the same space craft it should be in close orbital proximity to
the TM, say within 5 minutes of time and within +20km of the TM
nadir. The TM scene will be useful in locating the small images
sampled by the MRS at various pointing angles.
3) What research cannot be performed with the MSS and TM?
The MSS and TM cannot be used for the atmospheric and polarization
studies described here.
4) What pre-flight research is required?
In order to exploit the unique capabilities of the MRS in an optimal
manner, a number of critical areas need to be addressed in pre-flight
research. We believe that the potential of the system for new research
in atmospheric physics and polarization phenomena can only be realized
by a continuing program involving modeling, and ground and aircraft
measurements for the five years prior to flight. The level of effort
should, at a minimum, be 6 man years per year or about $450K per year. The
following are some of the various research areas that should be addressed:
Modeling work needs to be conducted for atmospheric and polarization
studies to determine filter passband positions and bandwidths, angular
2-9	
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sampling intervals, number- of quantization levels and desirability
of gain control Effects of atmospheric inhomogeneities, BROF effects,
crosstalk introduced by atmospheric scattering, etc., need to be
investigated.
Simulation studies need to be , continued for atmospheric correction
work to determine the desirable accuracy of measurements and the
improvement in cross scene and temporal classification accuracy.
Specifically for polarization work, there is a need to continue
the tower experiments (of Walraven) in conjunction with crop stress
measurements. Need to study desirability of a fifth polarization
wheel.
A specification needs to be generated, on the basis of lab tests,
for the acceptable upper level of sensor induced polarization.
5) How would you use a 30 MbS -1 capability?
For atmospheric work we would increase the number of spectral bands.
For polarization work, we would increase the quantization to 10 bit,
extra bands would probably not be required.
6) What type of data products are desirable?
CCT data and quick look MRS sub scenes (3 x 30km or 3 x 15km) in
color to facilitate site identification. TM scenes of same area.
7) How many scenes will be taken per month?
The frequency per site for atmospheric studies should be on days 0, 7,
9, 16, 23, 25...i.e., about 7 per month per site. We anticipate 20
sites from the discipline areas of agriculture, soils, geology, land
resources, hydrology, forestry and pollution. The total is about 150
sites per month. For polarization studies, about 7 sites should be
monitored about 15 times a month each, over a time interval of 3
months. After this three month intensive study period the frequency
and number of sites would be reduced.   
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2,3	 ENGINEERING PANEL
Members: Stan Addess Mike Calabrese, Bill Meyer,
Chairman; Dave Smith; Leo SteR; Les Thompson
Objective: To examine the implications of potential MRS design
changes and additions to the baseline.
1) If 10 meter IFOV is desired, it is felt that there are no technical
barriers that would precl ude its accomp'^ 1 i_fimenf (but not within the
baseline constraints).
Equally within the technical capability are swath width increases
limited by the data bandwidth permitted by the system.
2) The entire ground processing activity required to handle MRS data
is unique and different from that previously experienced with
mechanical scanners. Therefore, it is recommended that early
investigation of processing techniques such as retification,
temporal registration, atmospheric correction and geometric
corrections including resampling be invited.
3) Recommend that dispersion techniques utilizing 2-dimensional
detector arrays be investigated as an alternative to the spectral
sampling method proposed. This alternative offers flexibility in
the choice of number, width and location of the spectral bands.
4) Recommend that the instrument design be pursued to allow the inclu-
sion of bands out to 2.-5um in the event that appropriate detector
systems technology becomes available.
5) Since the MRS will be taking multispectral data at high look angles,
a study investigating the classifiability of this multispectral
data is recommended. Data from the corn blight watch study could be
used since multispectral data at high look angles is available in
this data set. In addition, spectral data at a variety of look
angles is available in the LAC:lE field measurements data base.
6) The panel endorses the baseline calibration scheme that provides for
calibration through the telescope and detector system.
i 	
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	2.4	 FORESTRY PANEL
Panel members: Robert Aldrich, G.R. Barker, Norman M. Hatcher, Robert
Heller, Roger M. Hoffer, Jiro Smith, Darrel Williams, and Lee Miller,
Chairman.
Issue I: Recommendations For Changes To Hardware Characteristics
	1.1	 Spectral Range, Filters and Polarization
1.1.1 Spectral Range. All panel members concurred that a longer
spectral range would offer exciting potential applications.
The majority also took the stance that a good deal of unex-
ploited potential remains to be examined in the spectral
range .4 to 1.Oum with the variety of flexible options and
improvements proposed for the MRS device. The narrow range
is therefore endorsed as a l.imit if such a limit clearly
ensures an earlier launch by at least two years.
This discipline panel wishes to emphasize strongly
that we accept this limit on the satellite device but
is
recommend to all disciplines that any further pre-
p
launch applications research be expanded to include
all the longer wavelength range up to at least 2.5
	
"	 or 3.Opm.
1.1.2 Filter Range and Wavelength Position. The spectral bands
required by the general class of forestry experiments antic-
ipated are:
r..
.54 to .561im (the green peak)
.59 to .61Um (yellow/orange stress)
.67 to .69um (chlorophyll absorption)
.78 to .80um (solar IR plateau)
This represents the addition of the X59 to .61um band to our
suite of requirements. It can be supported that this band is
sensitive to subtle stress conditions induced in the tree canopy
by disease and other pathological conditions, moisture stress,
etc. We also recommend that careful consideration be made in
2-12}
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the array positions of two additional bands on other filter
wheels as we hive secondary interests in using these bands in
combination with a specific subset of our basic four. These
are the red shift band and the green vegetation/soil cross-
over band. These intervals should be positioned so as to
interchange with either our green or yellow/orange bands so
that either may be used in conjunction with the remaining
biomass assessment bands.
The exact width and wavelength position of these bands are
not firm and we recommend that additional careful research
effort is required to resolve these delicate, fine tuning
considerations. Some of the panel expressed an opinion that
one or more of our required spectral intervals could even be
widened somewhat such as the 59 to .611im band. A gain, this
is an issue which should be resolved based upon further re-
examination of existing data and further research efforts.
1.1.3 Polarization. The value of multispectral imagery of polari-
zation in forestry applications is simply not known to this
panel. Intuition tells us that it may be a source of potential,
useful variability which should not be overlooked or omitted.
Lack of specific background relative to our discipline prompts
us to suggest that all the polarizing filters be placed on a	 a{
5th filter wheel so that all bands on t'ho device can be polar-	 1
ized or unpolarized. We recognize that using polarization
filters on the narrow 20nm spectral bands may reduce the
energy to the detector below that required for a.suitable
S/N value. We would be willing to review the impact of broad-
ening our spectral bandpass to compensate for this added attenua-
tion. This suggestion for a review of the possibility of a
5th filter wheel also results from the observation that 1/4
of the wavelength positions in the proposed MRS design are
currently occupied by polarized ,broadbands. Thus, one-fourth
2-13'
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of the instruments capability is devoted to observations of
characteristics for which we have only very sketchy knowledge
relative to their use in connection with vegetative cover,
Spatial Resolution
This panel sees no particular value in reducing the resolution from
15m to 10m as it would still not resolve any significant portion of
our basic scene elements 	 trees. However, we all recommend that
further research be undertaken to quantify the impact of reduced
resolution below 15m. A qualitative study of resolution requirements
for several hundred forestry applications conducted by the U.S. Forest
Service will be issued in a few months which states that a majority
of these applications require resolution less than 10m. However, the
panel chairman wishes to go on record as unilaterally supporting the
request for increased spatial resolution as expressed by the Land
Use Panel.
Radiometric Sensitivity
The proposed 8 bit radiometric resolution was considered adequate by
all members.
Swath width
Generally speaking forestry t gets are of large spatial extent (taken
as single units); however, we conclude that since MRS is to be a research
device that we can accept the 15 kir^ swath width. A reduction of the
swath width below 15 km would not be acceptable for several reasons,
including low probability of targeting, sizes of our targets, etc.
However, as scientists we also strongly recommend that the swath width
not be allowed to increase above 30 km to ensure that the post-launch
capability of the device r--yin available for addressing the many vital
research issues for which it was designed.
Mode Selections
Considerable discussion and disagreement occurred relative. to the
value of the mode selections and their priority. Our final majority
recommendation is that the priority of adding these modes be;
2-14
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1) Considered very important
2
3)
> Of lesser value
4)
1.6	 Pointing Angles and Speeds
	 I.
1.6.1 East/West Pointing. The consensus of opinion was thei*, the recom-
mended maximum pointing angle was adequate. It is more than
required for those forestry experiments anticipated which
require repeated looks (frequency of coverage) and high prob-
ability of ` a clear sky, single :date acquisition in our most 	 i
critical time frame of two weeks to a month caused insect
outbreaks and spring and fall transitions.
1.6.2 North/South Pointing. Again, the recommended north/south
	
a
pointing angles were felt to be more than adequate for the
majority of the forestry experiments envisioned. A strong
individual case was made to retain 55 0 as the upper limit
to enable more complex experiments dealing with the bidirec-
tional characteristics of forest rover relative to their
value in contributing heretofore unavailable characteristics
of the forest canopy. All members felt that the MRS engineering
design team should reexamine the slower of the pointing rates
and carefully review its impact on the ability of the device to
survive a broad variety of experimenter's needs in the conti-
nental United States.
Issue II • Increasing The Data Rate From 15 To 30 MBS
The entire panel was in agreement that the additional 15 MBS should be	
y
spent,in increasing the swath width from 15 km to 30 km and in abandoning the
mode selection. We are opposed to expending it in retaining the modes by adjusting
them to provide an optional 60 km swath. The panel chairman also notes that'
since two identical antennas may be used for the 30 MBS rate that a new kind of
mode selection may be considered. 	 t
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A 15 MBS system to bring down 15 kin of data or switch to
A 30 M5S system to bring down 30 km of data.
Thus, a ground station limited to 15 MDS could read out the device
whereas moving to a single higher rate transmission would preclude this
opportunity.
Issue III; Additional Research Allowed By MRS Beyond The TM
The forestry panel wishes to go on record with char request that the
number of approved funded research experiments be increased substantially
above 30. With 30 experiments funded only 2 or 3 would be devoted to a particular
discipline whereas any scientist recognizes that experimental redundancy (e.g.$
related experimental attacks in different competing groups) is the essence of
the symbiotic nature of the research process. With that clear statement of
our requirements in connection with this research device we offer the following
examples of experiments which would be enabled by MRS relative to the TM;
FOREST STRESS DETECTION enabled only by the higher spatial
resolution, particular wavelength intervals and narrower
bandwidths, and sufficiently high probability of data
acquisition in critical 2 or 3 week annual periods,
INDIRECT SENSING OF FOREST STAND CONDITIONS including
biomass, morphology, and physionomic attributes enabled
by the polarization, steep off -axis pointing, and bidirec-
tional effects.
PLANTATION SEEDLING SURVIVAL AND DEVELOPMENT enabled by
higher pointing angles for observing the projection of the
smaller, sparse tree cover, bidirectional effects, narrower
bands, and spatial resolution.
NORMALIZATION OF TERRAIN INDUCED RADIANCE EFFECTS enabled
by simultaneous stereo/multispectral coverage.
MULTISTAGE, MULTITEMPORAL SAMPLING FOR FOREST INVENTORY enabled
by increased spatial and temporal resolution and careful spatial
multidate registration.
V
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MEASURING CHANGES IN WILDLIFC HABITAT enabled by higher
spatial aT,d spectral resolution,
MONITORING CHANGES IN FOREST STANDS enabled by higher
spatial, spectral and temporal resolution,
MULTIRESOURCi+ MONITORING OF FOREST/RANGE/WILDLIFE HABITAT/
WATERSHED CONDITION/ETC. enabled by higher spatial, spectral
and temporal resolution,
We conclude this quick list by indicating that it is a hurried set
of examples which could be easily added to on further review by us and others
practicing remote sensing in our profession.
Issue IV; tit„	R ►°nieo Re uiLl
Without specific experimental designs and objectives in mind, this
panel was not interested in devoting time to guessing at the data product flow
rate, especially in that it appears to be mach less than the design capabilities
of existing systems required for the related operational satellite sensors. We
propose that the emphasis here be placed capon digital products for the prime
data source with alai k log s. imao.ery in bl,4rk and white and color for site
identification, etc, Several applications would benefit from one or two day
delivery of the photo products where on-site dynamic conditions can be pinpointed
by defining the exact field sites covered immediately after image acquisition.
All members agreed that as much of the common processing should be
achieved at one common location and that such a location (or several locations)
also function as a support facility to which the individual experimenter
journeys for more specific processing, However, we Mould still wish to retain
the option of stripping off the digital data to tape to take to our specific
institutions for in-depth treatment,
Issue V, Same Satellite Vehicle As TM Or Not
Our general conclusion was that many types of experiments could be
conducted if MRS was not on the TM vehicle, however, an additional class of
experiments would be enabled by obtaining boresighted data from MRS and 'TM.
We saw no particular" handicaps from being onboard the same vehicle as the TM,
ro
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Issue VI: Recommended Pre-Flight Research
d	
The following is our offering of possible pre-flight research efforts.
Insufficient time was available to indicate their relative importance,
	
6.1
	
Polarization
Determine if there are any polariivition effects introduced
by the linearity of the detecto- scan.
Determine feasibility of adding fifth polarization wheel.
Assess what we can expect in forestry from polarization
measurements.
	
6.2	 Sampling
Desi gn sampling strategies which will optimize MRS capabili-
ties in its forestry applications.
	
6.3
	
Spatial Characteristics
Measure the value of the increased spatial resolution,
Carefully evaluate the spatial registration that can be
achieved with the off-axis pointing.
	
6.4
	
Spectral Characteristics
Accurately determine bandwidth and locations particularly
for the yellow/orange "stress band".
	
6.5	 Bidirectional Characteristics
Conduct bidirectional studies of stand structure.
	
6.6	 Queuing
Develop queuing algorithm to determine how many experiments
$'	 and experimenters can be serviced in the U,S, with the
design capabilities of this device.
Develop computer queuing algorithm to determine who gets
what in a multimode satellite with continous conflicts
between a variety of experimental requirements.
^d
	 k
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2,5	 GEOLOGY PANEL
a
Members: D.P. Gold, Chairman; M. Abrams, W. Collins, G. Hunt,
D. Levandowski, K. Meehan, F. Sabins, R. Black (part-time).
The core of the geology committee consisted of seven persons. R best
Black, a geologist, shared his time between the geology panel and the hydrol- 	 t
l ogy/oceanography group.
Abstract
The geology panel began on a somewhat negative note because the
6
limited spectral range and the short wavelength capability of the detector
had little to offer in geological applications investigating bedrock compo-
sition-arid structural characteristics. In addition, one member voiced concern
that the untried system would be launched without adequate ground simulation
and aircraft overflight testing of the concepts. Another member, with previous
experience on panels such as these, expressed concern that we were being asked
to "give blessing," to a system already frozen in concept and design.
The conceptual design and constraints of the MRS were acceptable, except
for the limited number of simultaneously imaging bands (4), which severely
restricted the discrimination from spectral curves of certain materials (rocks
and soils) and stress conditions in vegetation. This panel strongly recommends
designing at least two addition channels into the system and we would like to
go on record with a plea for detectors capable of imaging in the longer (IR)
wavelengths. The concerns of the panel were that more work was needed on
selection of the bands, bandwidths and filter wavelength and their positioning
on the discs. Some of the necessary background data are currently available
in raw form, but that additional experiments were needed to help in the
selection and testing of the filter combinations, wavelength, bandwidths, etc.
The group warmed to the subject as additional geologic applications
became apparent, and the meeting ended on a positive note (at least enthusiastic
if not a fully-shared optimism). In summary, we stress the need for adequate
funds for research in the optimum filter, wavelength and panel widths and pre-
launch testing of the concept, and we make an earnest plea for an ennineering
review into increasing the number of detectors to six (6).
2-19
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Soecific Questions
	
1.	 Possible Design Changes
We see the current specifications as a practical compromise of multi-
disciplinary needs, with a relatively limited application to conventional
geological problems, but with scope for innovative tasks. There are likely
to be modifications to filters, filter positions, bandwidth and wavelength,
etc., as work in these areas progresses (pre-flight research on these is
crucial to the ultimate success of this mission). A 15m resolution, 8 bit
data, 30 km to 15 km swath width, and the pointing angles are acceptable.
The most useful design change would be to six (6) simultaneous channels, and
would also mean a modification of the mode. We also urge NASA to examine
the-possible inclusion of a detector array in the 1.6 and 2-2.5um region..
	
2.	 Improved Data Rate (15 M bits -* 30 M bits/sec)
We recommend using this additional capacity to:
a) Add at least 1 additional channels;
b) Fly a narrower swath width, i.e., 15 km with all•
detectors operating.
	
3.	 Research Advantage
We see the narrow wave band capability, the high signal to noise
ratio, and the pointability as the main attributes of the MRS system. The
major advantage of this multichannel, narrow wave band system to geologists
would be for:
a) Biogeochemical and geobotanical applications (mainly in
the .59 to .61, and .73 to .78 inn range*). However, at
least 6 channels would be necessary to adequately cate-
r
gorize.the discriminating parts of the spectral curves
of stressed vegetation.
* Wavelength and bandwidth are estimates to be revised after future research.
k
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b) Lithologic mapping for specific iron oxides and hydroxides
in rocks (particularly alteration halos around certain
ore deposits) and soils (0.40 to 0.42, and 0.84 to
0.9 iun)*. The success of discriminating specific
spectral signatures lies in increasing the number of
channels and Aecreasing the bandwidth.
c) The pointing ability would give an improved temporal
coverage so necessary for studying rates, e.g., the
effects of natural disasters (earthquakes, landslides,
volcanoes, floods and hurricanes), and other dynamic
earth processes (coastal erosion and deposition, delta
formation and "galloping" glaciers).
d) The pointing ability would enable one to study land forms,
physiography and morphotectron ,,cs from images in a
stereo model.
e) Derivation of unknown spectral	 information linked to
polarization effects.
4. Pre-Flight Research
The panel stressed the need for adequate funding for pre-launch	 ,!
research and testing.	 They recommend that programs be initiated to:
a) Perform library research and basic experiments to estab-
I
lish optimum bands and bandwidths;
b) Erect an aircraft flight program to test effectiveness of
the bands selected and the equipment over test areas, and
to ensure that calibrationP roblems are solved;
c) Improve performance in data compression and onboard data
processing.
w5. Benefit of Flying with Thematic Mapper
The panel concludes that a mated flight with the thematic mapper is
desirable because:
*Wavellength and ban3widtFare es 	 ma es to be revised after future research.
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a) TM imagery could be used for locating the MRS targets
for small targets off NADIR.
b) The MRS would complement the TM by giving greater resolu-
tion and "special effect" coverage of any anomalous
objects or effects identified on the TM imagery.
c) The TM image may be able to provide a base line geometry
for geometric correction of dissected "oblique" MRS
pixels.
'd)	 Provide at least two different scales of data from the
same area.
The panel recommends that an altimeter be added to the spacecraft
for use in geometric corrections and in snowpack measurements.
6.	 Data Products
As a research tool the panel does not see the necessity of a wide
range of paper products. They would like to have the data available
quickly in;
a) Raw digital form (CCT tape) with leaders on calibration,
geometry, ephemeral information, etc., and a limited range
of "quick" turnabout prints.
b) A timely data turnaround of about two weeks on a routine
basis -- faster for specific experiments or dynamic events.
c) Easy access of data for other users.
d) Provision during operation for "targets of opportunity" by
the scientific community.
e) A running compilation of data available and what has been done
with it. Scenes should be annotated with necessary flight, or-
bital, etc., parameters and include some comment on the quality.
f) The special "stereo" targets should be processed to
produce good quality prints.
2-22
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	'2.6	 HYDROLOGY/OCEANOGRAPHY/COASTAL ZONE PANEL
Panel Members: Jack Hill, Chairman; Dave Bowyer, Bill Philpot, Larry
Fisher, Robert Black.
	
1.	 To enhance research in hydrology/oceanography, what changes are
recommended in the MRS?
a)	 Spectral filters:
1) Expand blue - change 400-420nm to 430-450nm (for
chlorophyll and bathemetry).
MOCS (Langley) data indicates that for chlorophyll
detection:
s 475nm represents maximum absorption (this
channel is not presently represented in the
proposed MRS channels and no MRS channels
are near this region).
• 537nm represents crossover (this channel is
also not represented i'n the MRS selection,
but the proposed 540-560nm channel could be
changed to 530-550nm).
• 678nm represents maximum absorption (this
channel is represented in the MRS selection).
2) Possibly expand IR from 930-950nm to 800-950 (1000) nm
or add a new filter (for better land/water boundaries
and surface H 2O information).
3) 580-620nm would optimize the detection and monitoring
of acid dumps, but these dumps can be observed in the
proposed red and green channels.
4) 780-820nm would optimize the detection and monitoring
of sewage dumps; the MRS channel from 780-800nm may
be sufficient.
2-23
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b) Stereo work at this resolution 15m is not of benefit to
ocean physics (i.e., wave height, direction).
c) Polarizing filters on a fifth wheel should be considered,
may want to polarize TM1 and 2 instead of TM3 and 4, as
well as V and H in the blue. While it is not clear whether
the following channels were vertically or horizontally
polarized, the literature indicates that for oil detection
x
and monitoring:
e 360-400nm is a good visible range channel, but it
also presents atmospheric interferences (this is a
proposed MRS channel).
e 410-430nm is satisfactory`(a MRS channel presently
exists--400-420nm), but if it is changed to 430-450nm
there may be some overlap, but not positively.
e 555-5'/Som represents a minimum response (a channel in
this region is not necessarily a critical need).
e 760-780nm represents a maximum response; there is not
a proposed MRS channel in this regon, but between
TM4 and 360-400nm oil may be sufficiently detected.
d) Pointing angles	 MRS must be registered to the TM image - will
need wi'der angles to study slicks, oil, internal waves, etc.
e) Must be overlayed on standardized grid — a must for temporal
studies.
f) Improve radiometric sensitivity by increasing the detector
integration time. The spatial resolution could be reduced
to as much as 60m and still be useful for many water investi-
gations (i.e., lakes, estuaries, open ocean).
g) 15m is acceptable in most cases, 60m or more is sufficent
in open ocean.
h) Two-day coverage is satisfactory, but not so good for tidal	 z
Y	 t
patterns, pollution, dynamic processes, etc.
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	2.	 Is it of benefit to have 30km swath width with 15m resolution in
all four bands or would it be better to use the increased power in some other
manner?
•	 Keep with the 15 megabit machine, with 4 proposed modes,
this stops some data handling problems during analyses
stages.
	
3.	 What areas of new research in your discipline cannot be performed
with current sensors or the TM? Whidh of these might be addressable with
the MRS as currently configured or with feasible modifications?
Greatest benefit is high repetition rate for transient events?
--Wetland/mudflat mapping
--Rivers can now be monitored
--Urban hydrology (runoff and impervious areas)
--Frontal systems
--Hydrologic modification
Bathemetry
--TM - snow mapping over large regions
MRS - snow mapping in small basins
--Ice movement
a. Fractures in ice
b. Spring thaw and ship routing, iceberg formation
--Inland water body inventories and eutrophication studies
--Regulatory possibilities -- 200 mile limit, hazardous material
spills, dump sites
F
	
--Disaster events.
w
F
	4.	 What pre-flight research requires special stress (over next 3 to
5 years)?
a)	 Water quality study using an aircraft-mounted scanner to test
the utility of the chosen filters. These studies should also
vary bandwidths and center wavelengths, all of these studies
should be conducted over standard study sites.
9
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b) Polarization and angular studies, especially in blue,
possibly on existing breadboard system.
c) More complete survey of oceanographic literature and
research/user community.
d) Incorporate data obtained for a) and b) into standard
format for use by rest of remote sensing research community.
e) Test feasibility and organization of real -time capabilities;
dynamic and catastrophic events.
f) Atmospheric correction developments and polarization
modeling.
g) Test a similar system on shuttle at first opportunity to
see similar data, over any areas.
h) Number of researchers should be more than 30 — possibly 50
and there should be a secondary hierarchy of universities and
agencies that could coordinate and process some of these
data. No one should be shut off from acquiring data, everyone
should be able to acquire satellite data. For any given
target, all possible researchers should be notified so that
they too have the opportunity to acquire their particular
surface truth. The experimenter's only priority is his sur-
face truth, never the satellite data.
i) Look at longer along track integration times — possibly
incorporate selectable clock time changes into satellite —
could be easy task.
J)	 Look at same target over numerous angles through the full
plus to full minus 55 degrees.
k)	 Research costs must exceed hardware costs, both during pre-
and post-flight periods.
What is the impact of flying without the Thematic Mapper?
Actually need TM:
a)	 A must for shelf and open ocean work. TM would be better than
MRS in these areas.
2-26
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b) Use TM for large area referencing and study and MRS for
sampling (spills, fronts, etc.).
c) If MRS flies by itself, still need a Large scale imager
(even if-one band) — MRS type system should be considered
on next AOCS (Advanced Ocean Color Scanner) or next OCS
(these have wide views of ocean areas).
6.	 What type of data products should be produced for the experimenters?
Assuming several significant experiments in your discipline, how many scenes
will be taken/month/year?
Two levels of processing:
a) Simple calibration, digitized (CCT), useable standard format
(Landsat) and quicklook (real-real-time) product (print) —
no enhancement, georeferencing, atmospheric corrections.
b) Calibrated, georeferenced, atmospherically corrected, CCT
with appropriate header data, correction software to user
groups, and a document of exactly what has been done to
these data from reception to the time the user receives it.
c) Grossly estimated number of scenes:
--Gla4ieis and river and lake ice flows: 30/year per area
--1 time-state inventory (with update every several years)
t200/state
--Regional Planning (Urban Studies) 15/year per state
1500/year
--Estuaries (tidally dominated)
need to monitor, high/low tide, max. ebb and flow
tides, and shoreline/estuary changes (6 every month, 72/year)
--Entire tidal cycle (every other day; 1 estuary) 180/year
2-27 u
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--Marshes (wetland mapping, vegetation mapping, tidal
heights, submerged aquatics) (season, 5 per/season) 20/year
--Oceanography
Regulatory (200 mile limit, pollution)
(every 2 days)	 180/year
--Crises (fish kills, f'roods, redtides, oilspi lls and
damage assessment of storms) and prediction of crises
(earthquakes, volcanoes, etc.)	 100/year
--Fisheries (upwelling, etc.) (1 test site) 	 10-15/year
--Water quality (algae blooms, lakes, coastal zone;
open ocean)	 100/year
--Land/Water - Cause/Effect Studies (208 pollution
oriented projects)	 50/year
In actuality, just keep taking the pictures until we get a
good onel
a
a
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2.7	 LAND RESOURCES PANEL
Panel Members
Welch, Leonard Gaydos,
Carol Riordan, Charles
Section I
Section II
Section III
Section IV
Section V
Section VI
Section VII
Section VIII
John Estes, Chairman; Jerrold Christenson, Robin
Armond T. Joyce, John C Antenucci, Richard Ellefsen,
Walthall.
Recommendations
Background
MRS Design Changes
Needs for Increased Data Rate
Areas of Research
Pre-flight Investigation
Benefits of Joint MRS and TM Mission
Experimenter Data Products
I.	 Summary Of Significant Land Resources Panel Recommendations
The following significant recommendations of the Land Resources Panel
are drawn from the text contained in the body of the report. For more detail
regarding the background to specific recommendations the reade, , is referred
to the body of the Panel's report.
•	 The Panel feels that the optimum resolution for Land Resources
investigations employing an MRS type instrument is on the order
of 3-5 meters. This high resolution would permit invest;iaators/
users ,to address a number of level two and three land use/land
cover mapping tasks beyond the correct capabilities of lower
resolution satellite systems. In addition a number of impor-
tant vegetation and rural urban change phenomena may be more
adequately studied employing this higher resolution data.
The panel feels most strongly that NASA should research the
issue of optimal resolution more fully.
•	 Considering the system modes of operation presented to the
Panel for comment and recognizing the difficulties inherent
in the above recommendation, the Panel strongly recommends
x
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the following as an acceptable alternative: 15 m resolution/
30 kilometer swath for all 4 bands of MRS data. This option
requires the use of the 30 megabit data rate option.
• The Panel supports the inclusion of the Thematic Mapper bands
in the MRS filter arrays.
• We recommend the addition of one band in the blue (.440-.460)
portion of the EM spectrum and the shifting of the .490-.510
band to .480-.500 to more adequately discriminate urban 	 v
targets.	 We also would like to see a band in the .590-.610
range for vegetation analysis.
• The Panel feels the case for polarized data requires more
research.	 We support the recommendation for the addition of
a filter wheel solely for the purpose of providing polarized
i data (the "5th" wheel)..	 If this is not deemed practical from
an engineering standpoint, we recommend that no more than
three filter positions be allocated to the production
of polarized data.	 P
• The Panel strongly recommends that a good deal of research
be directed in the near term towa-d determining the optimum
spectral bands for the detection of Land Resources Parameters.
.	 • The Panel feels that for many-applications/experiments
6 or 7 bit data might be sufficient. 	 The Panel feels that
the need for 8 bit data should be investigated for Land
Resources.
The Panel feels that the MRS swath width should be no more
than 30 km.	 That a single mode (15m/30km/30 megabit) or at
most 2 modes should be operated and that currently proposed
pointing capabilities are adequate for Land Resources
Investigations.
• The Panel feels most strongly that information sufficient
for geometric correction to a number of coordinate grid	 3
i
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systems be included in the header of the computer compatible
tapes of MRS data and that hard copy products be corrected
and annotatdd with appropriate tick marks.
i	 The Panel strongly recommends that the MRS fly with the
Thematic Mapper. This will allow Land Resources Researchers
to investigate a number of critical issues related to spatial
resolutions and registration of multispectral, multitemporal,
variable format data.
•	 Finally, the Panel recommends most strongly that the pre- and
post-launch experiment program to be conducted testing the
full potential of the MRS system be given adequate financial
support by NASA. The Panel feels that on the order of 15%
of the total systems cost should be put into research on
applications of the system and that this money be protected.
from use to cover cost over-runs in other areas of the program.
This community cannot stress enough the need to adequately
support investigations.
H.
	 -Background
Within the context of this study Land Resources considered to cover
those major research applications areas currently being discussed in NASA's
developing Remote Sensing Land Resources Research Plan. These research/appli-
cations areas include:
•	 The production of accurate Land Use/Land Cover classification
map type products with accompanying statistics from remotely
sensed and collateral data
e	 The ability to input These data into geographic or georeferenced
information systems and have them effectively interact with
other socio-economic and bio-physical information;
•	 The ability to employ remotely sensed and ancillary data to
detect changes in major land use/land cover parameters in
an accurate and efficient manner; and
2-31
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r	 Employing remotely sensed and other data in modeling land
capability, suitability parameters and to employ these data
in a predictive fashion.
In addition to these major generic research areas, Land Resource Panel
members felt that it is i,,nportant to study environmental hazard and quality
parameters, e.g., flood mapping, earthquake or hurricane damage, effects of
strip mining, etc.. With these topic areas in mind and with the background
of the one day of MRS systems and environmental effects briefings, the Panel
set out to answer the following questions:
0	 To enhance its research capability for your discipline,
what changes would you recommend in the MRS design?
•	 What areas of research in your discipline cannot be per-
formed with current satellite sensors or the proposed
Thematic Mapper?
0 Which of the above research tasks might be addressable
with the MRS as currently configured or with feasible
modifications?
0	 Considering a potential for a 30 megabit data rate would
you:
--	 Want 15m resolution over a 30km swath in all
4' bands; or
--	 Would you use this power in some other manner?
0	 What "Pre-Flight" research requires special stress (over
the next 3 to 5 years)?
•
	
What are the benefits of flying the MRS with the Thematic
Mapper?
•
	
What are the impacts of flying the MRS without the
Thematic, Mapper?
•
	
What type of data products should be produced for exper-
imenters/users; and
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s	 Assuming several significant experiments in Land Resources,
how many scenes would be required per month?
To accomplish the task of discussing and answering the above in the
limited time available (approximately 6 hours including lunch) each Panel
member was assigned the responsibility for taking notes on and framing the
draft answer to one or more of the questions listed above.
III.	 MRS Design Changes
To enhance its research capability for your discipline, what changes
would you recommend in the MRS design, e.g., spectral filters (including polari-
zation), spatial resolution, radiometric sensitivity (quantization level) swath
width,,modes pointing angles and speeds?
Within the context of this question the Land Resources Panel held
lengthy discussions on two very important topic areas. The first was the
configuration of the spectral filters and associated polarization. The second
area was spatial resolution. Discussion of other design parameters received
somewhat less attention within the time allotted to address these questions
as Panel members generally felt that the spectral and spatial parameters (temporal
or frequency of coverage being considered very satisfactory) should command
most of our attention.
Both areas were reviewed in the context of the "straw man" concept
with the following conclusions;
a) That the Thematic Mapper bands 1, 2, 3, 4 in filter position
one should remain intact,
b) That filter positions two and three should remain unaltered;
c,)	 That filter positions four and five be rearranged in location
and spectral region to read as follows:
vu
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Array No,
y
p
1 2 3 4
F.P, 4
	
360-400 nm *480-500 930-950 *590-610
F.P. 5	 **TM4 **TM4 **TM3 *440-460
Vert. Horz, Vert,.
The Panel reviewed several suggested polarizing configurations. The
conclusions were to support an independent fifth polarizing filter wheel which
can be rotated through a 360 0 phase shift. This approach would provide
maximum opportunity for spectral polarization while minimizing the problems
of spacecraft and target alignment. A second, less desirable configuration
would be the elimination of the polarizing element of TM 3 Vert. in F.P. 4,
A. No. 2^and TM 2 Horz. in F.P. 5, A. No. 3. Position 5, No. 1, 2, 3 would
have TM 4 Vert,, TM 4 Horz., TM 3 Vert. respectively. In general it can
be`said that the addition of the .440-.460 band and the shifting from .490-.510
to X480-.500' and changes in filter wheel positions are to provide better discrimi-
nation of interurban spectral signatures. These changes are based on our
analysis of the limited spectral literature on such topics and largely on the
work of Root and Miller, 1971, "Identification of Urban Watershed Units Using
Remote Multispectral Sensing," Completion Series Report No. 29, Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, Colorado (see pages 50 and 51).
The addition of filter 4 in array 4 the .590-.610 band was felt
desirable based largely on the comment brought up during the meeting by Bob
Heller, a forester from Idaho State University, that this was an important
region for the detection of stress in vegetation. The location is such that
it picks up the "red shift" which has been found to accompany stress conditions
in certain types of vegetation.
Changed.
** If required.
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Spatial resolution was identified as the single most important
characteristic in the MRS configuration for land resources applications. The
Panel has identified significant mapping needs that will require spatial resolu-
tion of 3-5 meters (see Section V). In light of the importance of this point,
the Panel feels that the concept of this ultrahigh resolution demands additional
study. Even a cursory examination of the limited number of significant research
topics which could be listed in the short time frame allotted for this discussion
will indicate the need to explore this topic further. The Panel feels strongly
that because of the nature of land resources requirements, particularly the
need to accurately map categories of environmental information in regions of
high spatial frequency of change in categories, more research should be
directed here. This is particularly true when one realizes the need for "pure"
pixels and examines the degradation in effective instantaneous field of view
(EIFOV) resulting from the need to overlay accurate high resolution pixels from
more than one date to improve classification accuracies. Should funds for
research in this area not be available several Panel members expressed a willing-
ness to attend and a desire for a future meeting to specifically address
this important topic. Finally, it is important to remember that in the digital
domain high resolution data can be aggregated to lower resolution pixels with
limited difficulty; however, the reverse is definitely not the case. Realizing,
however, both from an engineering and programmatic standpoint the difficulties
in achieving high resolution on the currently proposed MRS, the Panel considers
that an acceptable alternative to be 15m resolution, 30km swath width with
all four TM spectral bands. This option requires a 30 megabit data rate.
The Land Resources Panel feels strongly that significant land resources research
and application as seen from Section D of this text (an again admitted short
list due to time constraints) can be accomplished employing this configuration.
We strongly urge this configuration be the primary operational mode of the
proposed MRS sensor system.
With respect to the number of quantization levels the Panel feels
that 8 bit data are certainly sufficient for the majority of Land Resources
R	 applications at this time. We feel, however, that if the possibility for
m	 improved resolution, in fact, does exist, an engineering study should be
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accomplished to determine if going from 8 to 7 or 6 bit data would significantly
aid this cause. The Panel feels thet spatial resolution to be of more value than
the larger number of quantization levels. The Panel does stress, however, that
no less than 6 bit and preferably 7 bit data be !maintained at the minimum.
In terms of swath width the Panel stands ready to sacrifice swath
width for resolution also down to a minimum 10 km and preferably 15 km swath.
We feel that a 30 km swath is optimal and recommend that this be adopted. We
see no need at this time for larger swath data. Most urbanized areas of the
world will fit into a 30 km swath and indeed into a 15 km swath. This Factor
facilitates both the urban and rural urban fringe areas of applications research
in the land resources area.' In addition with the use of appropriate test
sites and sampling designs the Panel feels that significant demonstrations of
applications capabilities could be made to the majority of land resource
research areas with either the 15 km or 30 km swath configuratio6s.
r
As discussed above, the Land Resources Panel sees little need for
a number of modes of operations on MRS and most strongly recommends, if the
high resolution option is not available, that a single mode 15 m `resolution
4 band 30 km swath width option in the "straw man" document be the mode chosen.
The Panel also feels that the pointing capability discussed in the straw man
document is adequate for land resource investigations with the caveat that
.the speed of changing pointing angles be examined to determine its impact on
potential test site selection.
IV.	 Increased Data Rate
Considering the opportunity for a 30 megabit data rate (as opposed to
15 megabit) would you:
a) Like to see a 30km swath with 15m resolution in all four bands
b) Would you use this power some other way?
The land Resources Panel strongly supports a 30 megabit data rate for
the MRS. This data rate effects the options for greater resolution and swath
widths that the Land Resources Panel recommends, namely a 3-5 meter resolution
i ,	 I
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with a swath width of no less than 10 km. Given a 30 megabit data rate the
Panel has also recommended additional research on the potential for reducing
from 8 to 6 or 7 bits the data quantization for each sensor to support
increased resolution while maintaining swath width. Should the production of
higher resolution data be impractical owing to engineering or programmatic
considerations the Panel strongly urges the use of the 30 me gabit data rate
to provide data as described in option A above, i.e., a 30 km swath with 15 m
resolution in all 4 spectral bands.
V.	 Areas Of Research Which Cannot Be Performed With Current Satellite
Sensors or Proposed Thematic Mapper
Although possibilities for new experiments are dependent on advances
in all three forms of resolution--spectral, temporal and spatial--the primary
concern of the Land resources Panel was what could be done with improved spatial
resolution. Agreement on this led to a further question of what could be
achieved with yet higher spatial resolution than the 15 meters proposed in
the "straw man" MRS documents, something on the order of 3 to 5 meters.
Accordingly, the following list of possible experiments is grouped into the
two Glasses: 1) those experiments in which 15 meter resolution is acceptable
and 1s, indeed, a quantum improvement over Landsat or the proposed TM der^+;
and 2) those experiments which would require even higher resolution, probably
in the 3 to 5 m range.
The locale for land resources studies comprises both urban and rural
areas but the former receives the greats- , r emphasis in part owing to the inherent
smaller size of surface features and in part because of the largely rural focus
of other discipline panels, agriculture, forestry, range and the need for urban
studies in today's world.
A quick and by no means complete listing of possible land resources
experiments which could be conducted with 15 meter data ( and not as well with
TM 30 m data) area,
A.	 Typing areas within the urbanized boundary (the contiguously
k'
r
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built-up city) and identifying and quantifying urban
features at the periphery:
1) Change detection and urban growth monitoring:
2) Identification, analysis and measurement of
all types of open spaces (parks, ag_. land, land
in transition, etc.);
3) The spatial arrangements of buildings distance
apart, size, etc.;
4) Identification of vacant land within the
urbanized area which could be developed (especially
important today with the need to "in-fill"
rather than sprawl);
5) Monitoring expansion of urban periphery as
input to improving urban growth models.
B.	 Beyond urbanized area boundaries:
1) Improving relationship with ancillary data in
geo-based information systems;
2) Monitoring of land conversions such as strip
mining; and
3) Detection of the presence of small urban outliers.
Again an admittedly incomplete list of possible land resources experi-
ments which require resolution higher than 15 meters are:
A.	 Within the urbanized area:-
1)
	
	
Considering that the data are spectral and as such are
providing information on the physical characteristics
of objects, the possibility is open for relating this
physical information to physical problems (morpho-
logical characteristics rather than inferred functional)
such as:
a) Determination of the types and amounts of imper-
vious surfaces for interaction in water; quality
studies (e.g., 11208" studies);
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b), Determining orientation of buildings to evaluate
possibilities for passive solar radiation;
c) To determine the stages of conversion of agri-
cultural land to urban i,"'stress") indicators as-
response to urban pressures at the city's periphery;
d) To perform demographic studies such as school
population forecasts, tax-base
e) To evaluate several aspects of measuring land
use quality, e.g., housing, vacant land;
f) To make five evaluations of vacant land for
development purposes;
g) Converting what are now (Landsat and TM) linear
features and making real features out of them
that is transportation features such as streets;
h) Experiment with land use features as they-interact
with U.S. Census Block Housing data.
In interfacing ancillary data with the higher resolution information the
move to resolutions higher than 15 meters should facilitate the use of block level
rather than tract level census data. It should also improve our ability to detect
changes at a more discrete level of aggregation.
B.	 Experiment in areas lying beyond the urbanized boundary
1)	 Mapping at more desirable levels than is now possible (either
Level II or III). Examples are:	
a
a) Pastural/rangeland distinction;
b) Woodland/orchard distinction; and
	
x
c) Cropland/pasure distinction.
^Y
	
	 In brief again, for some other possible experiments it is not possible
to evaluate whether more or less than 15 m resolution is required. Examples
are:
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1) General improvement of classification of urban features
through use of texture and contextual data;
2) Improvement in relating all land use/land cover data
with ancillary information in geographic-based information
systems;
3) Damage assessment — flood, earthquakes, etc.
Again the Panel recognizes that the above listings are by no means
complete and represent the best Judgment of the panel at this time. We strongly
recommend that an experiment be conducted to document the case for optimum
resolutions for achieving accurate classification of land resources information.
VI.	 Pre- Flight Invest1gations
The Panel recommends that pre-flight investigations be initiated
in the following areas:
1)	 Polarization Applications
a) Separate filter wheel permitting polarization with any
filter pack. (Rotatable polarizing); and
b) What advantages can be gained in land resource analysis
by use of polarization?
2)	 Higher Resolution
a) Justification for higher resolution than 15 m; and,
b) Trade-offs in collecting high resolution data from
aircraft versus spacecraft?
3)	 On-board data compression
a) Advantages and limitations of on-board data compression
from a land resources classification accuracy perspective;
ands
b) Can data be compressed in areas of essential homogeneous
land resources classes and what is the impact of this
compression on ma ping and statistical accuracies?
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6)
7)
Pointing angle speeds
a)	 What loss in data can be expected during time pointing
angles are being changed?
Modeling
a) Investigate 4 areas listed on "straw man" questionniare,
i.e., bidirectional modeling; atmospheric correction
technique development; onboard data compression methods;
and, polarization modeling .
b) Spatial resolution for various levels of regional, local,
and textural questions?
Temporal domain and temporal resolution
a) Change detection;
b) Land resource analysis;
c) Land use calendar.
Quantization levels
a)	 Advantages and limitations of 256, 128 and 64 levels?
RMistration
a) MRS and TM at NADIR;
b) MRS and TM off-axis;
c) 2 cell size;
d) Multidate;
e) Hisforic MSS?
Spectral bands
a) Optimum bands from MRS list;
b) Optimum arrangement from MRS list;
c) Polarization filters removed and replaced by rotatable
polarizing wheel that will cover all filter groups or more
d) Changes in filter spectral characteristics;
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e)	 Advantages and limitations of narrow bands (20nm)
for land resources.
The Panel feels these are all important topics which demand research.
Although time constraints precluded rigorous prioritization we recommend studies
be initiated on these topics as soon as practical.
VII. MRS/TM Relationship
What are the benefits of flying MRS with TM and what are the impacts
of MRS without TM?
By flying the MRS with the TM we have a tremendous opportunity for
examining the actual effects of higher spatial resolution, holding spectral
resolution and atmosphere constant, We can use this ability to examine the
effects of differing spatial resolutions in varying environments and compile
recommendations for optimal operational spatial resolutions for examining
various land resources problems in areas of differing landscape complexity,
We can do similar studies of the effects of varying the spectral resolutions.
We wi11 be able to register MRS with TM data mukj,, better than if they
were not flown together. By having MRS flown with the TM we can evaluate off-
angle MRS effects using TM as a base. This will be quite important in looking
at signature extension possibilities.
Without the MRS and TM flying together we would miss these opportunities
and have a major problem of registering MRS with TM data. We see no reason
not to fly both together but many reasons for flying them both on the same
satellite; therefore, it is the strong recommendation of the Land Resources
Panel that the MRS and the TM both be flown on the same platform.
VIII. Data Products
The Land Resources Panel feels that in the area of data products the
following types of processed MRS data should be made routinely available to
experimenters/users by NASA or some other appropriate organization:
--	 Computer compatible tapes (CCT) and hi gh density digital
tapes (HDDT) which have been radiometrically corrected and
contain information on image geometry sufficient to facili-
tate geometric correction to, at a minimum; universal
transverse mercator (UTM), space oblique mercator (SOM),
Z-42
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state plane coordinate (SPC) and longitude-latitude,cooirdinate
grid systems (LL).
--	 9" x 9" 70mm and 16mm panchromatic and color combined positive
transparencies and°prints as well as negative image products
with approMriate annotations similar to those on current
Landsat images of individual MRS band acquired of a given
scene. These data should be both radiometrically corrected
and formatted to one of the coordinate grid systems listed
above (UTK. SOM, SPC, LL) and annotated with appropriate tick
marks as requested by the experimenter/user.
Although difficult to project, the Panel feels that it is reasonable
to assume that domestic land resources experiments will require a minimum of
300 scenes per month (60 areas x 5 scenes per month): We feel that a large
number of foreign investigators in the land resources area will request data.
Again, though difficult to project, we feel foreign demand would be on the
order of 300 scenes per month,
Recommend another meet-Ing to lay out research design.
I	
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2.8	 RANGE/SOILS PANEL
Panel Members: Gary Peterson, Chairman; Jan Cipra, Don Deering, Bob
Haas, Cliff Harlan, Gene Maxwell, Don Moore, R.J. Murray, Paul Seevers.
I.	 Changes in MRS Design
Spatial Resolution -- No great improvement going from 15 meters to
10 meters. Even at 15 meters often get* mixed pixels. If use computer analysis,
,sraybe 15 meters is optimal because of increased computer costs at greater,
resolution.
Spectral filters -- In general, the proposed spectral filters are
adequate. We should look at narrow spectral bands on the orange-red region
to determine if this region is useful for plant stress investigations.
r. 710-730 nm band should be studied to determine if it should be replaced
by some other band. Polarization is a very good experiment
	 it may be helpful
in species identification.
Polarized band around 420-470 nm could be useful for senescent
vegetation/bare soil determinations.
Polarization may also be uw,zful in soil roughness studies.
Have to be careful as there is some polarization in the optics.
Stereo data -- should be extremely useful data for landform analysis
and for determining drainage patterns..
Much of range production is related to soils:, especially depth of soils.
Inferences about soil depth may be possible from slope determinations.
Swath width -- 15 or 30 km swath widths are adequate. More flexibility
in filters or resolution is more important than increased swath width.
Satellite must be stable to allow repeat coverage over study sites.
There should be a locator system on the satellite to allow the investi-
gator to accurately locate pixels, or just study sites, on the ground. This
is especially important for off-nadir look angles. Maybe reflector devices
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could be used to help locate pixels. 	 To know.what on the ground gives a
certain reflectance, we need to know our location within 1/2 pixel. 	 Pixels
need to be located if (1) we need to know radiance from a specific area; (2)
an experiment is trying to assess the benefits of 15 m resolution; (3) attempts `	
r
are made to register data when viewed from off-nadir.
Modes -- Mode 1 would appear to be the most-accepta')le.
x
Radiometric sensitivity -- Eight or ten bit.
Pointing angles and speeds -- adequate as designed. 	 Pointing
capability will help by pointing in an ant;-solar direction to reduce shadow
effects.	 Observation of landforms under different illuminations should be
useful	 in landform analysis.
i
II.	 How Would You Use Increased Data Rate?
Addition of more spectral bands more important than increasing
swath width.`
Maybe part of the data stream could be used for locational information.
III.	 Areas of Research Addressable With MRS
Narrow band passes may allow for better identification of soil -vege-
tation delineations	 (natural soil groupings). 	 This would include the intro-
duction of the stereo model use as a subsampling system for multi-stage
sampling.
Improved spatial resolution --
1)	 May be possible to map vegetated range sites
2)	 Map brush density
3)	 Map wildlife habitat
4)	 Identify critical areas, such as erosion hazard areas
5)	 May get improvement in biomass estimates.
improved spectral resolution --
1)	 Improved green biomass estimates it
2)	 Identify some plant communities
3)	 Plant stress detection.
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Multi-temporal
	
1)	 important in monitoring changes in range condition, and
vegetation and soil trends,
IV.	 Pre-Flight Research
Panel felt strongly that well supported pre-flight research was essential
to the success of MRS. The Panel also felt strongly that adequate funds be made
available for research on the MRS data.
The following pre-flight investigations were discussed:
1) Refine spectral bands
2) Effects of changing view angle on detection of green biomass,
dry biomass, soils and soil/vegetation mixtures
3) Determination of amount of cover by looking at oblique and
nadir angles
4) Accuracy location and registration needs and methods of meeting
needs should be determined
5) Atmospheric correction technique development
6) Bidirectional modeling
7) Sampling strategy
8) Temporal phonological/response characteristics study. Identification
of critical periods — number of looks needed/period. Determine
number of days within each critical time period for range
evaluation
9) Correction of spectral data for slope — aspect, sensor
geometry, and shadow effects
10) Polarization studies
11) Use lager light source to study polarization effects
12) Pre-launch study of data product needs, spatial and spectral
preprocessing, and data registration
13) Pre-launch study to select several common test sites for future
investigation.
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V.	 Benefits of Flying With the Thematic Mapper
1) Multistage sampling approach
2) Comparison with broad TM bands
3) Can make atmospheric corrections and apply them to Thematic
Mapper data
4) Availability of mid IR and thermal IR data that could be
combined with MRS data
5) Improved locational accuracy. This will allow the investigator
to more easily locate the MRS data.
VI.	 Impact of Flying Without the TheM tic Mapper
MRS should be launched so that it follows closely behind the Thematic
Mapper. , If a different orbit configuration is chosen, the time of overpass
should be changed to 10:30 - 11:00 a.m. There will be less sunangle effects,
more energy for the narrow bands and polarization, and it would be a better
time of day to observe plant stress.
The Panel would like to see the MRS fly with the Thematic Mapper and
have the overpass time of the Thematic Mapper changed.
VII.	 Data Products
There should be a difference in the way the visual products and digital
data products are processed and handled.
Digital products -- system level corrections for all data.
Radiometrically and geometrically corrected data (radiometric calibrations
should be made after the MRS is in orbit). Raw data to allow investigators to
apply their own corrections.
Photographic products -- . Quick look data products should be provided.
Geometrically corrected products at a common scale.
Registration considerations -- Spectral bands should be registered.
Spatially registered data at a single pixel size for all view angles should be
an option.
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Non-spatially altered data should be available.
Delivery time -- Quick look imagery should be available within 48 hours.
Other data products should be available no longer than one month from the
acquisition date.
colle
data.
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III. SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS GIVEN ON MAY 31
3.0	 INTRODUCTION
Summaries of the presentations given on the first day of-the workshop
are presented in this section. The material presented during this session
in the form of viewgraphs and slides are included for reference whenever
possible.
EDITORIAL NOTE:
j	 . The proceedings included in this report are from reconstructed notes
taken at the Fort Collins meeting and are not to be considered as the verbatim
r	 remarks of the speakers. References to any section of this report should have
Y	 the prior approval of the individual speaker involved.
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HISTORY OF MRS
DR. MICHAEL CALABRESE
The MRS, as it is presented here, is a product of several years develop-
ment. The progression of the system concept from background studies into basic
technology and design, including changes and refinements resulting from the
review of an outside technical group, is similar to the development stages of
the Thematic Mapper (TM) (Figure 3.1.1). The exploration into the idea of a
"pushbroom" sensor was begun in 1970 (Figure 3.1.2). The idea of making the
pushbroom sensor a pointable imager was added in 1973. In 1975, consideration
was given to applying the MLA technology to the MSS on Landsat. The design
of the MRS was carried out from 1977 to 1979. A technical working group was
formed in 1978 to review the sensor concept and design. The MRS as it is
presented here is a result of NASA's response to the recommendations of this
working group.
It is worthwhile to consider the MRS in the context of the Landsat
sensor evolution (Figure 3.1.3). The TM extends the capability of Landsat by
the improvement in resolution, the adjustment in the visible bands and the
addition of two bands in the reflective IR and a third in the thermal IR.
Likewise, the MRS extends our capabilities by allowing additional improvement
in resolution, narrower selectable spectral bands, polarization and off-axis
pointing. Yet the MRS represents a very different style of data acquisition
compared to Landsat (figure 3.1.3). Because of its narrow swath width, the
MRS is not appropriate for inventories of large regions but is intended for
sampling selected areas.
The MRS is the first formal utilization of the MLA technology. The
advantages of MLA technology are an improved signal to noise ratio, mechanical
stability and higher resolution capability (Figure 3.1.4). Given these
advantages, MLA technology may eventually be used to upgrade inventory instru-
ments, such as carried on Landsat. The MRS, however, is a research instrument.
(The MRS science objectives are listed in Figure 3.1.5.) The conceptual design
q, of the MRS reflects this research orientation; the MRS is extremely flexible
in terms of multiple applications. Although the design of the instrument has
undergone a long development, it is still in the planning stages. We need
input from the research community in order to make the instrument as useful as
possible; however, changes must be considered in the light of the very real
constraints (money, technology, etc.).
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3.2	 TK MRS SENSOR
DR. CHARLES SCHNETZLER`
(SEE APPENDIX A FOR A MORE COMPLETE DISCUSSION OF THE MRS)
In this morning's session of the workshop, we want to bring you up to
date on the MRS design, its capabilities and limitations. It should be kept
in mind that the goals of the MRS (Figure 3.2.1) are research goals; It is
a research tool not an operational device. The capabilities of the MRS are
unique but research is needed on the possible applications before such a
system can become operational. This instrument will provide NASA with its,
first engineering test of MLA technology.
The MRS is a pushbroom scan sensor. Pushbroom scanning is a term
which describes the technique of using the forward motion of a satellite
platform td sweep a linear array of detectors oriented perpendicular to the
ground track across a scene being Imaged (Figure 3.2.2). Satellite motion
provides one direction of scan and electronic sampling of the detectors in
the crosstrack dimension provides the orthogonal scan component to form an
image. The detector array is sampled at the appropriate rate to produce
continuous lines.
This pushbroom scan, which is feasible because of the MLA technology,
makes possible improvements in performance which are not really possible with
the mechanical scan technology. The-MRS, as a research instrument, utilizes
these improvements in performance (Figure 3.2.3). These include improvements
in spatial, spectral and temporal resolution along with a polarization capability
not yet available on a satellite system. Other science objectives of the MRS
are to test on-board data compression techniques and to demons*,rate the feasi-
bility of multiple in-flight sensor parameter selection (e.g., filters, pointing
direction). The MRS has a rather narrow swath width; thus, the MRS is a sampling
instrument rather than an inventorying instrument. Another science objective
of the MRS will be to explore the use of , the sampling mode in conjunction with
the inventory mode.
The system which we are describing today has been under consideration
for some time Figure 3.2.4). The present design is a result of interactions
of GSFC with the MRS Science Working Group (Figure 3.2.5). Figure 3.2.6 shows
the sensor characteristics. Several of these characteristics are limited in
some way by the constraint of designing the MRS to fit in the MSS slot conform-
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MRS Sensor Characteristics
Spectral Range:	 0.36 um to 1.0 um
Spectral Bands:	 4 arrays, each with 2000 detectors
5 selectable filters/array
Bandwidths > 20 nm
Polarization filters
Spatial Resolution:	 15 meters max
Swath Width/Modes:	 15 km at 15 m (4 bands)
at 15 m (2 bands)
at 15 m 4 bands, 50% sampling)
30 km	 at 30 m (4 bands)
Radiometric Sensitivity:	 Approximately 0.5% NEop (8 bit)
Data Rate:	 15 mega bits/sec.
Pointability:	 2 axes
+ 400 across track
+ 550 along track
Speed of Pointing:	 300/sec across track
5o/sec along track
1	 I
Figure 3.2.6. MRS Sensor Characteristics
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k
4
N,
ing to the MSS size, weight and data rate. One of these constraints may be re-
moved: the 15 megabit/second data rate may be increased to 30 megabits/second.
One of the topics you will be asked to consider is how the higher data rate can
be best used if it becomes available.
The improved temporal resolution available with the MRS is a_direct
result of the pointing capability. Figure 3.2.7 shows the pattern of coverage;
assuming that the MRS is in the Landsat orbit with a 16-day return-time. The,
frequency of return coverage is shown for 3 different latitudes.
Figure $.2,8 shows the current list of filters planned for the MRS.
This list was developed in conjunction with the MRS Science Working Group.
Each of the four arrays will have a filter wheel (vertical column), and each
filter wheel will contain five filters. Each wheel is indexed independently.
Thus, an experimenter can choose (in-flight) a filter from each column.
The MRS will also have four selectable operating modes as shown in
Figure 3.2.9. These four modes all conform to the 15 megabit/sec. data rate
limit. Fail-safe mechanisms are also planned such that, should anything go
wrong with the filter selection, the default selection would be the TM bands;
if anything goes wrong with the pointing, the MRS would default to a nadir^ view.
The selectable variables are listed in Figure 3.2,10.
Figure 3.2.11 compares some of the physical characteristics of the MRS
and the TM.
The experimental program for the MRS (Figure 3.2.12) should include
experiments from all disciplines. Some of these experiments would be directly
funded by NASA while others might be funded by outside sources. Other "Anofficial"
experiments would be accepted as scheduling permits. During any unscheduled time
MRS could be obtaining nadir, 15 m resolution data to be archived with TM data.
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3.3
	
MLA TECHNOLOGY
MR. LESLIE THOMPSON
	
j	 (SEE APPENDIX R FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION)
MLA technology will allow a significant improvement in sensor perfor
munce for remote sensing. This new generation of sensor operates on a principle
different from the electromechanical scanners. The differences will be described
here in some detail. To set the stage for this discussion consider the orbital
situation (Figure 3.3.1). This situation is the same for all imaging techniques.
In all cases an area on the earth, within the field of view of the sensor, is
imaged at the satellite.
There are basically three ways to obtain the image. These are illustrated
in Figure 3.3.2.
•	 Framing mode - imaging all the points simultaneously. This is the
technique used for the Landsat Return Beam Vidicor (RBV).
•	 Point detector - imaging one point at a time. This requires me-
chanical motion in the optics. There are three variations on this
technique: the linear, unidirectional scan used on the Landsat MSS,
the linear, bidirectional scan which will be used on the TM, and
	
ai	 the conical scan used on the Skylab scanner.
•	 Pushbroom scan mode imaging all of the points on one line
simultaneously. This, of course, is the mode which will be used
on the MRS.
We will first consider the mechanical scan technique, illustrated in
Figure 3.3.3. The scan is accomplished by moving a scanning mirror to sequentiaT1y
image areas in the cross track direction. A single detector views a particular
resolution element for about 15 us for the MSS and about 10 us for the TM. This
short dwell time limits the sensitivity of the instrument.
The analog signal from the detector is amplified and prepared for digital
R,
conversion. On the TM this is accomplished by the complex amplifier chain illus-
trated in Figure 3.3.4. There are 96 individual signal amplifiers like this on
the TM - one for each of the 16 detectors used in each band. The TM is a product
of an evolutionary growth in the mechanical scan technology. Compared to the
 MSS it will provide improved spatial resolution (30 m IFOV), additional and nar-
rower spectral bands (seven), and increased instrument sensitivity (256 gray
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Figure 3.3 . 3 Mechanical Scanner Illustration
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levels), yet these improvements represent a limitation. Figure 3.3.5 shows the
merit function for electro-mechanical scanners. Electro-mechanical scanners have
reached a plateau in development. Any further improvements in performance will
be increasingly costly for only small increments in performance ability.
Multispectral sensors using the MLA technology are not so limited. As
Figure 3.3.5 shows, a scanner equivalent to the MSS using MLA technology has a
far higher merit function than the MSS. Furthermore, there is potelitial for
significant improvement in performance in the forseeable future when using solid
state linear arrays and operating in a "pushbroom" mode.
In the pushbroom mode, illustrated in Figure 3.3.6, a linear array of
detectors image an across track swath. The satellite motion provides one dimen-
sion of scan and electronic sampling of the detectors provides the other. This
scan method has several advantages and disadvantages. These are listed in
Figure 3.3.7. The most obvious advantage is the elimination of any complex
mechanical scan mechanisms. Perhaps even more important is the improved radio-
metric sensitivity; each detector covers only one resolution element in the along
track direction which allows for a much longer integration time (2 to 10 ms)
than would be possible with the MSS or TM. The improvement in the signal to noise
ratio is quite significant and permits smaller aperture optics to be used with a
consequent reduction in size and weight of the instrument.
Another advantage of the MLA's is that the detector positions can be
precisely known, allowing better geometric accuracy. Finally, offset pointing
becomes relatively easy.
There are also some difficulties with the MLA technology. The major
problem is that there are now a large number of detectors all requiring separate
calibration.
have thousands of elements be manufactured?
auired for each detector as in the MSS,
solid state integrated circuit tech-
over a thousand detectors can be
of silicon along with low noise
How can these long arrays which
If di^3crete amplifier components were re,
Vie problem would be enormous, However,
nology ,rovides the answer. Hundreds to
manufactured on a single monolithic chip
amplifiers and multiplexing circuits,
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Linear array devices have been under consideration by NASA since 1972
(Figure 3.3.8). In 1976 Westinghouse developed a detector array technology
which demonstrated performance adequate for a 10-meter resolution multispectral
	 F
imaging radiometer. An array assembled under the Westinghouse program used 18
silicon chips each with 96 detectorsproviding a total of 1728 detectors.
Detector position within a chip can be . precision controlled to 0.05 of a resolu-
tion element size with a cumulative error over the length of the array 0,5 of a
resolution element. Figure 3.3.9 shows four examples of radiometrically corrected
Imagery from 576-element detector array. The detector -to-detector variations
have been removed by computer processing using a calibration table that was
measured and recorded for each detector.
One of the design criteria for the MRS was that it have 0.5% sensitivity
in all four spectral bands for a variety of scene conditions; 0.5% sensitivity
is defined as the change in target reflectance (bp = 0.005) equal to the RMS
noise of the sensor system. This it the noise equivalent reflectance, NEAP.
Figure 3.3.10 shows the predicted performance of the MRS for the green band
(.45u - .520 for a wide range of solar zenith angles (SZA). For each set of
test conditions the predicted NEOp is easily below the required 0.5% level.
Predicted values for the TM are provided for comparison.
The low noise and high sensitivity characteristics are possible because
of the availability of silicon solid state arrays. The silicon arrays to be
used for the MRS are sensitive from .36 to 1.0 u. At present there are no
detectors adequate for the thermal infrared region. One major objective for the
future is to develop a pushbroom scan array for the 10-12 u spectral region. The
major difficulty with thermal detectors is the need to cool the detectors. The
photoconductive HgCdTe detectors must be cooled to 1000 K and the power require-
ments for this cooling are excessive for existing designs. In order to minimize
power loss due to cooling it will be necessary to minimize the number of leads
into and out of the cold focal plane. Figure 3.3.11 shows the general approach
using HgCdTe detectors.
An aircraft, thermal IR, pushbroom scanner is being built as shown in
f	 Figure 3.3.12. This system uses a 90-element HgCdTe array and is sensitive in
the 10-12 u range. The simplicity of design of this system assures a high reli-
3-31
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Figure 3.3.9 RADIOMETRiCALLY CORRECTED IMAGERY USING A
5 7/6 ELEMENT DETECTOR, ARRAY
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ability. The calibration of the system is more difficult, of course, and an
aircraft is not as stable a platform as a spacecraft, but , the utility of the
pushbroom design for thermal IR remote sensing can be dem.nnstrated from aircraft
tests.
There are other solid state detectors which could be used to extend
the spectral range of pushbroom devices. The temperature of operation and.
wavelength band of useful response for several of these detectors is shown in
Figure 3.3.13.
Figure 3.3.14 shows the technology developments required for arrays for
the different spectral regions. For the visible region, intrinsic silicon is
the obvious choice both because of its room temperature operation and because
of the maturity of the silicon technology. Outside-of the visible region there
are several candidate detectors_. In the short wavelength IR lead sulfide (PbS)
is the detector most likely to be developed in the near term largely because of
its relatively high operating temperature (200 0 K). For the long wave (thermal)
IR, initial development of the HgCdTe detectors is already underway. Lead-tin-
telluride is the only other detector which has a reasonable operating temperature.
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3.4	 SENSCR ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS
MR. WILLIAM MEYER
I.	 OVERVIEW
a. Experiment Objectives - see Section 3.2 (Figure 3.2.3)
b. General Mission Description
.
- see Section 3.2
II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS - Figure 3.4.1
a. Cor. f iguration - tie MkS is being designed to fit into the
space alloted to the MSS on a Landsat 0 type mission. This
places size, shape and weight constraints on the design.
b. Orbit - the MRS (on a Landsat D type mission will fly in a
sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 705 km (440mi) with
a 9:30 a.m. equator crossing time.
c. Spatial Coverage - see Figure 3.2.9.
d. Registration - the detectors are to be aligned to a precision
of +0.1 of a pixel with a cumulative error ove r the length of
the array of less than +0.5 of a pixel.
e. Square Wave Response - 500 m at 1.00 MTF s q . to 15 m at
0.30 MTF sq. (MTF - Modulation Transfer Function).
f. Alignment - the instrument will be aligned to a precision of
+0.1°.
g. Boresight Pointing - +40° in the cross-track direction
- +55° in the along-track direction.
h. Spectral Coverage - there will be four arrays each of which
is sensitive in the .35 to 1.0 range. Each of the four
arrays will have five separate spectral filters which will
be selectable oy command while in orbit.
I. Radiometric Requirements - the MRS design is for 0.5° ', sensitivity
(	 (0.005 NE&p ) for a variety of spectral bands and a variety of
scene conditions.
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III.	 SASEL:NE SUBSYSTEMS
a.	 Opt i cs
1. Telescope Objective - all reflective optics; 70 cm focal
length; 20 cm diameter
2. Spectral Filter; - see Figure 3.2.8. on Page 3-17.
	
b.	 Focal Plane Assembly (Figure 3.4.2)
I.	 Detectors - four discrete linear arrays of 2000
detectors/array
2.	 Signal processing - Figure 3.4.2 shows the general
scheme of the basic signal processing.
	
C.	 Structures & Mechanisms
1. Structure - Volume 64 cm x 74 cm x 156 cm
Weight 70 kg.
2. Pointing/Slewing Mechanisms
- cross-track pointing of +400
slew rate of 300/sec.
- along track pointing of +550
slew rate 50/sec.
3. Optical Filter Mechanisms - four filter wheels, one
for each array. Each filter wheel will contain five
filters, and each wheel w 4 ll he indexed independently.
	
d.	 Electronics (Figure 3.4.3)
1. High data rate electronics
2. Telemetry & Command - 15 Megabits/sec. via RIU.
3. Power Supply & Conditioning - power requirements include
unregulated, multiple regulated & low noise/high
regulated power supplies for a total of 85 watts.
e.	 Test & Calibration Equipment (Fi g ure 3.4.d)
1. Electronic and Recording
2. Optical Simulation
3. Instrument Ground Control
OFF-CHIP ANALOG AIVl PS. --^
Figure 3.4.2. Block Diagram-Focal P l ane Assy for MRS
F po^^ A^^ ^s
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f.	 Thermal Requirements Requirements Definition
1. Focal Pli)yne Assembly will be maintained at 50C with
a tolerance of +0.500.
2. The bulk of the instrument will be maintained at
200C with a tolerance of +50C.
R. TEST AND CALIBRATION PHILOSOPHY
a. System Level Tests
b. Subsystem Level Tests
C.	 Environmental Tests
d.	 Ca V ration
1. Ground Calibration
2. On-Board Calibration.
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3,5	 BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE STUDIES b THE POTENTIAL OF MRS
DR. JAMES SMITH
I.	 Definitions
Bidirectional reflectance refers to a very specific type of measure-
ment of reflectance. The bidirectional r;,,,,1lectance p is related to the
measurement of reflected natural light by the equation given in Figure 3.5.1.
In this equation, the first term on the right hand side is the radiance re-
ceived at the sensor due to the solar irradiance reflected by the target into
the sensor. This term is dependent upon the solar zenith angle as well as
the directional reflectance characteristics of the target. The second term
on the right hand side is the radiance received at the sensor due to the
target reflectance of skylight. As it is written here, there are no aprio-i
assumptions about tha angular distribution of skylight or about the directional
reflectance characteristics of the target. Atmospheric effects are not ac-
counted for in this equation which refers to measurements made at ground
•	 level. If the solar irradiance, E(ko), and skylight radiance distribution
E(W) are known, measured or approximated with reasonable accuracy, then
measurements of the reflected radiance, L(k) will yield information about the
target which is contained in p.
There are more than just a few other concepts and terms connected
with reflectance, several of which are listed in Figure 3.5.2. This diversity
leads to some confusion about the exact meaning of bidirectional reflectance
and how it is measured. "The truth" is the equation of Figure 3.5.1. There
are a few who have seen the mysterious light in the castle keep (Figure 3.5.3)
and who are guardians of "the truth." `There are also those outside the
castle keep who are working with half-truths and incomplete information.
There are even a few gypsies outside castle walls selling their own curious
wares.
All this is simply to emphasize that not only are there many dif-
ferent data collection methods but there are varying degrees of understanding
of these methods and their meanings. Ore must be cautious when reading the
literature or using another's data.
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_a
APPARENT DIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE
EQUIVALENT L A M B E R T I A N	 REFLECTANCE
FIGURE 3.5.2. REFLECTANCE GANG
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II. Status of Measurements
There is a wide variety of data sources available for both field
and laboratory measurements. They vary widely in quality and in target
type.. For the field measurements an outstanding source is Kriebel whose pub-
lished work is limited but excellent (Figure 3.5.4). The Lacie program has
generated a large collection of field measurements which also contain useful
ancillary data. "Typical" values of reflectance signatures are also avail-
able for a wide variety of materials from ERIM. Besides these there are many
miscellaneous references mostly from the late 60's and 70's. For many of
these some interpretation may be required before the data will be useful. As
an example of the data available, two sets of curves from Kriebel (Kriebel,
K.T., 1978 Measured Spectral Bidirectional Reflection Properties for
Four Vegetated Surfaces. Applied Optics 17(2); 253-259) are included
in Figures 3.5.5 and 3:5:6, these curves show the angular variation
in reflectance of pasture land and coniferous forest respectively at
several solar zenith angles.
Figure 3.5.7 is a summary of information on surface reflectance
(field) measurements. There is a large data base for crops. For other tar-
gets there are only limited observations. One must be cautious in using these
measurements since the assumptions and types of measurements will vary from
source to source.
III. Status of Theory
There are a variety of remote sensing models for vegetation reflec-
tance (Figure 3.5.8). Suit's (1972) model is perhaps the most widely used',
A more recent and very impressive model is that of Bunnik (1977). There
are more models than those listed in Figure 3.5.8, Most of the models are
intended for crops and grasses with limited applications to forests (Figure
3,5.9), Given the "appropriate" inputs, all perform reasonably well. The
"'appropriate" inputs, however, may not be available or may not be practical
to measure. There is a need to extend the modelling to more difficult
situations.
f
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FIELD MEASUREMENTS
KRIEDEL - (LIMITED, BUT EXCELLENT)
L A C I E	 (LARS ARCHIVE -	 EXHAUSTIVE
(CROPS) GOOD ANCILLARY DATA,
MOSTLY VERTICAL VIEW)
TARGET SIGNATURES (ERIM /JSC - GOOD
SOU R C E OF "TY'P I CAL" VALUES
FUR WIDE VARIETY OF MATERIALS)
MISC*
ABOUT 70 REFERENCES, MOSTLY
LATE 60' S - 70' S.
E.
4
G. C0U LS0N, SAL0M0NS0N
(WHITE SANDS ?)
-	 INTERPRETATI0H REQUIRED
r FIGURE 3.5.4. FIELD MEASUREMENTS
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SUMMARY (SURFACE ONLY)
•	 GOOD DATA ON CROPS
LIMITED OBSERVATIONS 0 T H E R W I S E
MEASUREMENTS MAY BE DA.NGER0US
FOR ZENITH SUN/VIE•W ANGLES LESS
THAN 30 DEGREES,	 LAMBEHTIAN
ASSUMPTION "REASONABLE"
PATHOLOGICAL STATES
VARIABLE IRRADIANCE {SPATIAL,
ANGULAR
MIXTURES
TOPOGRAPHY OFTEN
	
INDUCES LARGE
EFFECTIVE SOURCE/VIEW ANGLES
g
'A	
FIGURE 3.5.7. SUMMARY (SURFACE ONLY)
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REMOTE SENSING MODELS
(1970) ALLEN °AND RICHARDSON
(1970 1 D S 0 AND D E W I T
C1972) SUITS
(1972) SMITH AND 0 L I V E R
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k
SUMMARY (MODELS)
APPLIED MOSTLY TO CROPS, GRASSES
;r
LIMITED A P P L I C A r 1 0 N TO FORESTS
r
GIVEN "APPROPRIATE"	 INPUTS ALL PER-
FORM REASONABLY WELL?
GOOD FOR	 DESIGN STUDIES AND GEDANKE:N
EXPERIMENTS
LITTLE WORK DONE ON THE INVERSE OR
INDIRECT	 SENSING	 PROBLEM	 (E, G,
FOREST AND BI0M'ETE0RO-L0GISTS-
NORMAN)
NEED TO EXTEND TO "!ORE DIFFICULT
MODELING SITUATIONS
FIGURE 3.5,9. SUMMARY (MODELS)
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IV.	 MRS Implications
Some data is available which suggests that multiple viewing angles
are usc,,ful for distinguishing among crops. For instance, there are data
available for crops ire Kansas for solar zenith angles between 30 0 and 700 and
for viewing angles from 00 to 400 . ( Figure 3.5.10) The objectives of using
multiple viewing angles would be to (1) aid in scene normalization, for
example, using the differences in atmospheric path length to improve the
atmospheric correction and (2) improve the discrimination among targets
using their directional reflectance: characteristics (Figure 3.5.11).
One possibility is suggested by the graphs in Figures 3.5.12 and
3.5.13. Figure 3.5.12 shows that crops differing in canopy geometry exhibit
the same mean leaf projection at 57 0 and hence should exhibit similar direc-
tional reflectance properties at this angle. In fact, a "cross-over" point
is shown at this angle in both. Figures 3.5.12 and 3.5.13. Differences in
measured reflectance at this angle should arise primarily from crop leaf-area
or biomass. This is further verified by the graphs in Figure 3.5.14 which
shows that the maximum divergence between two canopies differing only in
leaf-area in feature selection using the best two wavelengths (out of a
possible 7) occurs for observation angles near 55 0 ,
We do not really know how much will be gained by having multiple
observation angles, nor is it clear exactly where the improvements will come.
We are still in the workshop (Figure 3.5.15) and there is much work to be
done before we will be certain about how this tool should be used..
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FIGURE 3.5.13. PREDICTED APPARENT DIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE
FOR THE CANOPY TYPE.'•, SHOWN IN FIGURE 4.
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CHANGES IN FEATURE SELECTION
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3.6	 ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION ALGORITHMS FOR THE REMOTE SENSING OF THE
EARTH'S SURFACE
0R. ROBERT TURNER
There are three physical processes by which the atmosphere will affect
remote sensing measurements at the earth's surface ( Figure 3,6,1)i scattering,
absorption and thermal emission, Radiation may be attenuated due to scattering
and absorption by the atmosphere (transmittance loss), leading to a reduction
of the measured signal. Scattering by gasses and particulates in the atmosphere
will account for part of the remote spectral measurements (path or sky radiance)
In the wavelength range From .0.34 um to 3,0 jim. Finally, thermal emission by
gasses and,particulates in the atmosphere will contribute to the remote measure-
ments (path or sky radiance) in the 3.0 um to 15 un ► wavelength region, Figure
3,6.2 illustrates these offeets,
8
In the following discussion we will cover some of the more important
` concepts involved in the atmospheric effect on remotely sensed data, Figure
3.6.3 lists the most important quantities used in the discussion along with
the symbols used. Also listed (in Figure 3,6,4) are the fundamental parameters
which contribute to the atmospheric effect on radiation,
]t
^F
f
The MRS has several advantages for atmospheric investigations that have
been available on previous satellite systems (Figure 3,6.5).
(1) The spectral range extends into the UV (0.36p) the atmospheric
scattering is stronger in the-UV/blue region of the spectrum.
(2) The spatial resolution is better (15m), This allows for
smaller targets,
(3) It will be possible to make multiple-angle views of selected
targets,
This last capability is illustrated in Figure 3.6,6, Viewing through different
atmospheric path lengths will aid in making atmospheric corrections,
The basic remote sensing equation is given in Figure 3.6.7, The radi-
ance at the sensor, L. consists of radiation at the target, Lo , which has been
transmitted through the atmosphere, T, plus the path radiance, L p . The radi-
ance at the target is due to the reflectance by the target of solar radiance,
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PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN REMOTE SENSING ANALYSIS`
• ATTENUATION OF RADIATION BY SCATTERING AND ABSORPTION
(TRANSMITTANCE LOSS)
• MULTIPLE SCATTERING BY GASES AND PARTICULATES (PATH
RADIANCE, SKY RADIANCE); IMPORTANT FOR	 0, 34 M -
3,OpM
• THERMAL EMISSION BY GASES AND PARTICULATES (PATH
RADIANCE, SKY RADIANCE); IMPORTANT FOR ti 3,0 ,p M -
ISp M
Figure 3.61. Physical Processes in Remote Sensing Analysis
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IMPORTANT QUANTITIES FOR REMOTE SENSING
ti WAVELENGTH OF RADIATION
80 -^ SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE
1^00
ti SOLAR AZIMUTH ANGLE
NADIR VIEW ANGLE
ti AZIMUTH VIEW ANGLE
TO (X) ti OPTICAL THICKNESS
W(X) ti SINGLE-SCATTERING AIBEDO
Ce.- P,µ'.Y) SINGLE-SCATTERING PHASE FUNCTION 
BI-DIRECTIONAL  SURFACE REFLECTANCE
P(a) ti SURFACE ALBEDO
EO (X) ti EXTRATERRESTRIAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
ES (a) ti SOLAR IRRADIANCE AT TARGET
ET 01) TOTAL OR GLOBAL IRRADIANCE AT TARGET
LP (X)	 N PATH RADIANCE
L:D (a)	 N DIFFUSE IRRADIANCE AT TARGET
Figure 3.6.3. Important Quantities for Remote Sensing
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FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS
P
	
ti ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT TARGET
T(z)	 ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE PROFILE
D03	 OZONE DENSITY VERTICAL PROFILE
PV	 ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
VI(r)	 AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION
(A ti AEROSOL INDEX OF REFRACTION
N(z) ti AEROSOL NUMBER DENSITY
U
	 ti WIND SPEED
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ti CLOUD COVER
A
	 ti SOLAR AUREOLE
fi
Figure 3.6.4. Fundamental Parameters
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REMOTE SENSING EQUATION
L	 P., <p) T (r, 	L p (-r,
L(T,,cp)	 RADIANCE AT SENSOR
LO (TO ,tt,Y)	 RADIANCE AT TARGET
T(T,µ)	 TRANSMITTANCE'ALONG PATH
LP (T,,^) ^- PATH RADIANCE
E
N
N
Figure 3.6.7. Remote Sensing Equation
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Ls, and the diffuse sky radiance, L0. The remote sensing geometry is shown in
Figure 3.6.8,
The transmittance factor, T, is dependent on the wavelength, the
atmospheric path length and the atmospheric optical thickness (Figure 3.6.9).
The atmospheric optical thickness is a measure of the extinction of light
of a particular wavelength when passing vertically through the atmosphere.
It is defined by the equation in Figure 3.6.10 as an integral of the volume
extinction coefficient, K. The volume extinction coefficient includes both
scattering and absorption effects; it may be broken down into two components:
a Rayleigh coefficient, KR , and an aerosol coefficient, KA (Figure 3.6.11).
Figure 3,6.12 illustrates the radiation components in a scattering,
absorbing atmosphere. The earth's surface is illuminated by direct solar
radiation, 
Lsun' singly-scattered solar radiation, Lsss, and multiply-scattered
solar r',dl ation, Lmss• Part of this incident radiation is reflected in the
direction of the sensor, L o but is attenuated along the path radiance due to
scattering of light into the path by the atmosphere: Singly-scattered path
radiance, Lssp , and multiply scattered path radiance, Lmsp.
The amount of sky radiance incident on the earth's surface as well
as its angular distribution varies tremendously with atmospheric conditions.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.6.13, which shows the sky radiance for both
a Rayleigh (clear) atmosphere and for a hazy atmosphere. The reflected radiation,
shown in Figure 3.6.13 as total radiance, also varies in intensity and distri-
bution as the atmospheric characteristics vary. Figures 3.6.14 and 3,6.15
are alternate graphic views of this same phenomenon. The top graph on Figure
3.6.15 showy the dependence of path radiance on visual range and scan angle. The
increase in brightness toward the horizon is called limb brightening. The
path radiance can be minimized by making observations away from the sun and away
from the horizon.
The total radiance at the sonsor is compared to the path radiance for
various reflectances and optical thicknesses in Figure 3.6.16. An optical
thickness of T  = 0.1 corresponds to an extremely clear atmosphere while for
TD = 10.0, the atmosphere is optically infinitely deep. It should be clear
from these graphs that the path radiance is both an important and highly
variable component of the total radiance at the sensor..
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Figure 3.6.8. Remote Sensing Geometry
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Figure 3.6.13. Radiance in Rayleigh Atmosphere and Radiance in a Hazy Atmosphere,
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Before introducing any atmospheric correction algorithms, let us
again consider the target radiance. In Figure 3.6.17 the surface element P
i
	
	
is illuminated from the direction G o , 60 by direct solar radiance Ls as well
as by the diffuse sky radiance LO , The target radiance Lo of this -surface
element will depend upon the radiance distribution of the incident light as
well as the directional reflectance; characteristics of the target. The
target radiance is calculated by the first equation in Figure 3.6.18, where
the first term is the radiance due to the reflectance of solar radiation and the
second term is the target radiance due to reflection caused by the diffuse
component. In this equation Eo is the solar irradiance, V
.
 
= cos 80 is
the solar zenith angle, To is the atmospheric optical thickness and p is the
directional reflectance of the target. One may also define the intrinsic
radiance of a target, which is the radiance to the reflectance by the target
of a well collimated incident beam of light (Figure 3.6.18).
f
The target radiance is the quantity of interest. The radiance measured
at the satellite must be corrected for path radiance and signal attenuation.
The atmospheric correction algorithm for target radiance is given in Figure
3.6.19. As before T is the atmospheric transmittance. The atmospheric
correction for instrinsic radiance differs from that for target radiance and
is presented in Figure 3.6.20. Here E T (TO ) is the total or global irradiance
at the earth's surface.
Most of the quantities needed for the atmospheric correction can
be measured either directly or indirectly with varying degrees of difficulty.
Often, however, the measurements are unavailable and these quantities must be
calculated (Figure 3.6.21). Figure 3.6.22 illustrates the systems needed for
the measurement of the atmospheric radiometric quantities. The optical thick-
ness of the atmosphere may be determined by two methods:
(1) The diffuse target method, which uses two measurements of
different diffuse targets from the spacecraft (Figure 3.6.23).
If observations of two such targets have been made for several
observation angles a graph such as that presented in Figure
i	 •
3.6.24 may be drawn. The • slope of the line is equal to the
I	 atmospheric optical depth.
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ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION ALGORITHM FOR SURFACE RADIANCE
L o ( To j lu ., ce) = Fo ko, ju, 0 L(o,",<P)
— 
Go
 C To , P , (P) -
L(O,p, ?P) ^- MEASURED BY SPACECRAFT SENSOR
E(.r., ^^ _	 1T C)
,^ MEASURED BY SURFACE INSTRUMENTS
L, ( ro, P , q)_
T(0,P)
.	 CALCULATED BY RADIATIVE-TRANSFER MODELS
Figure 8,6.19. Atmospheric Correction Algorithm for Surface Radiance
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ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION ALGORITHM FOR INTRINSIC RADIANCE
F ( ,ro	 ce) L
G(,a,P,ce)
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E T C To)
Eo
 
TC .,
MEASURED BY SURFACE INSTRUME14TS
 ( ,ro j u)FL (0,
•^ CALCULATED BY RADIATIVE-TRANSFER MODELS
PFigure 3.6.20. Atmospheri
c Correction Algorithm for Intrinsic Radiance
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DETERMINATION OF
REMOTE SENSING QUANTITIES (SPACE)
L(o,,^P)	 — MEASURED
LO KO ,p,r) - MEASURED; CALCULATED
T(O,}A)	 — MEASURED INDIRECTLY;
a
Es	
/110
E k 1
N
E,, — SOLAR IRRADIANCE AT TARGETS
1
EO — EXTRATERRESTRIAL SOLARIRRADIANCE'
L	 MEASURED (DIFFICULT); CALCULATED
I	 ;
LD ('CO3 p,T) — MEASURED; CALCULATED
'loure 3,6.21. Determination of Remote Sensing Quantities (Space)
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(2)	 Variation of parameters method, shown i n Figure 3.6.25.
The atmospheric correction is shown graphically in Figure •
3.6.26,
Thore are many models which can be used to find the atmospheric
_, ouct ion.	 Ma rty of these depend on meteorological parameters. 	 The rela-
irnship,	 between those meteorological parameters and the radi ometric parameters
_re shown in Figure 3,6.-9 7.
'rhe MRS will	 allow us to investigate several problems associated with
t he atmospheric correction (Figure 3.6.28):
•	 Determine errors in the assumption of atmospheric homogeneity
0	 Determine the sensitivity of spacecraft radiance to variation
in atmospheric parameters
a	 Examine the effects of non-diffuse targets.
y ^^
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RELATIVE HUMIDITY
ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY
PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE
WIND SPEED
VISUAL RANGE
GEOCRAPHY
AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION
AEROSOL REFRACTIVE INDEX
AEROSOL NUMBER DENSITY
BACKGROUND ALBEDO
s
,OPTICAL THICKNESS
SINGLE-SCATTERING ALBEDO
SINGLE-SCATTERING PHASE FUNCTION
.TRANSMITTANCE
PATH RADIANCE
SKY RADIANCE
IRRADIANCE
CONNECTION BETWEEN METEOROLOGICAL
PARAMETERS AND RADIOMETRIC PARAMETERS
Figure 3.6.27. Connection Between Meteorological Parameters and Radiometric
Parameters
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SPECTRAL SIGNATURES IN THE 0.4 TO 1.1pm REGION
GRAHAM R. HUNT
In remote sensing situations, information concerning the composition
and nature of the Earth's surface is contained in the electromagnetic radiation
reflected or emitted from the surface. The information is present in the fo mr
of intensity variations as a function of wavelength.
This presentation concerns the basic physical causes of these intensity
variations for geological materials, especially in the 0.4 to 1.111m range.
Figure 3.7.1 shows the EM spectrum from 0.25 to 30µm. The regions
available for remote sensing are limited by the available atmospheric windows.
Out to about 3 um available energy is reflected, and from 3 pm to longer wave-
lengths, it is emitted.
l For solids, compositionally diagnostic information it available because
of the absorption or emission of specific amounts of energy which correspond
to changes between the discrete, limited number of energy states in which a
fi
material can exist. For solids, these are discrete electronic or vibrational
n`	 energy levels or electronic energy bands.
In the mid-infrared, the vibrational processes correspond to the funda-
mental stretching and bending modes, and relate directly to bulk composition.
In the near IR they correspond to overtones and combinations of these fundamentals.:
In the vislible, the features are due to electronic processes. In considering the
0.4 to 1.1 duo range, one is considering the spectral distribution of reflected
skylight and sunlight, with any compositional informational due to variations
in the electronic states of the material.
Information derived from reflected radiation pertains to the surface
phenomena, because the incident radiation only penetrates from a few angstroms
to a couple of millimeters. It is, therefore, primarily the materials' surface
characteristics that affect the intensity of reflected radiation.
The im drtant^§eological question is how the properties of this surface
`	 skin relate 'to the geology of the underlying structure.
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The appearance and form of a reflection spectrum are governed by two
types of effects, external and internal, shown in Figure 3,7.2. We will be
concerned here primarily with internal effects.
In the 0.4 to 1.1 um range, only a few oxides and sulphides-absorb
strongly enough to be considered significant. Few geologic materials, such
as silicates, carbonates, sulphates and halides, etc., also absorb in this range
unless they contain transition or rare earth element ions, either constitutionally
or as impurities. The information available is a direct consequence of electronic
processes, of which three are particularly important. They will be discussed
separately.
Figure 3.7.3 lists these processes, which are so different that each
requires a different theory to explain the process. These processes will be
considered separately. From a practical standpoint, the most important thing
about these different electronic processes is the intensity with which they
occur.`
3.7.1	 Charge Transfer
The absorption of energy causes an electron to be transferred between
adjacent ions, usually oxygen and a metal ion. The band produced is extremely
intense, 104 to 106 times stronger than crystal field bands. Typically these
bands occur in the far U.V. But for Fe3+-0, it occurs in the near U.V. and is
so intense its tail extends into the visible. How far it extends depends on
the Fe3+-0 concentration. It is this band which dominates the spectra of geo-
logic materials, accounting for the yellow, beige, tan, brown and red color
of most rocks and soils. There are other charge transfer bands, such as
Fe3+-Fe2+ in augite, but they are weak by comparison, generally because of low
mineralogic concentrations.
Figure 3.7.4 shows charge transfer features in goethite (Fe 3+_O), augite
3+ 2+(Fe -Fe ), and carnotite (U-0). Areas corresponding to location and halfwidth
of the bands produced are indicated, and these areas will be transferred to the
summary diagram.
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3.7.2	 Crystal Field Transition (CFT) Bands
These crystal field bands are caused by transitions between energy levels
of an ion which have been perturbed--split and displaced--by interaction with the
crystal field in which it is located. The same ion located in different fields
will yield different spectra, providing indirect; information about the crystal
structure. Ions that produce bands in the visible and NIR are the transition
elements (d electrons) and rare earth elements ( f electrons). The most commonly
F	 /^
occurring ion in geologic materials is Fe3+ , but its CFT bands, being forbidden,
are weak, and the shorter wavelength ones are typically swamped by the intense
charge transfer band. There are some Fe3± containing minerals that show the
CFT bands due to a process called intensity stealing.
t
Figure 3.7.5 shows six spectra of a sample of rhodochrosite in which
the bands are due to crystal field transitions in Mn2+, Rhodochrosite was
chosen as an illustration because the Mn + ion is isoelectronic with the ferric
ion, so the arrangement of its bands are the same as for Fe 3+ but their loca-
tions are different. The spectra are for the same sample of rhodochrosite
prepared in six different ways--from less than 5 u-sized particles to a
polished plate. The effect of particle size is to increase the overall
reflection as the particle size decreases, but to decrease the contrast of
the bands. However, no matter what the condition of the material, the location
and relative intensities of the bands remain constant. These spectra show
p'
some of the sharpest, best resolved features observed in mineral spectra.
Figure 3.7.6 shows the effect of decreasing the spectral resolution--how
using insufficient resolution results in the loss of detail and eventual loss
a
of bands altogether.
Figure 3.7._7 shows the crystal field bands found in minerals containing
(from the top) nickel, cupric, ferric, maganic, chromic, and lanthanum ions,
and these bands will be observed in essentially this form in the spectra of
any mineral containing these ions.
` Figure 3.7.8 illustrates how a ' crystal field spectrum for a particular,
ion may vary depending on the crystal field in which it is located. 	 In the
minerals shown, all the bands are due to the presence of ferrous ions (Fe's)
" located in different crystal fields, which are listed at the side in Figure 3.7.9.
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3.7.3	 Transitions to the Conduction Band
In some materials, there are energy bands rather than discrete energy
levels. In these materials the conduction band is separated from the valence
bands by an energy gap. The spectra of such materials are characterized by a
region of complete transmission followed by a region of complete absorption with
a very sharp absorption edge. This type of spectrum occurs most frequently for
geological materials in sulfides, as illustrated in Figure 3.7.9.
The information discussed and shown in the previous figures is collected
into a summary diagram (Figure 3.7.10) which collects together all the available
information for minerals.
The most important thing to remember about these data is that the
spectrum of a given material of a given particle size does , not change. The
data given so far refer to pure minerals. When minerals are mixed together
to form rocks, the spectrum of the rock is a composite of the individual
mineral spectra of which it is composed. For reflection spectra, a simple
mixing law cannot be used because the contribution each constituent makes is
a function of its accessibility to the interacting radiation.
Figure 3.7.11 shows the spectra of three minerals that dominate the
spectra of hydrothermally altered rocks. The important features to notice
in these spectra are the sharp band near 0.42um in jarosite, the broad crystal
	
I
field band in hematite near 0.85um, and the two CFT bands near 0.65 and 0.93um
in geothite.
Figure 3,7.12 shows the spectra of hydrothermally altered rocks that
contain between 2 and 15% jarosite. In all of them, the 0.42 feature is clearly
E"	 evident.
W ks h	 contain hemFigure 3. `7.13 shows spectra. of roc which on 	 ante as a'
major component, or in greater concentrations than goethite if it is present.
In these spectra, the minimum is to shorter wavelengths than 0.9um.
figure 3.7.14 shows spectra of rocks which contain goethite'(or 	 j
jarosite) as a major component, or in higher concentrations than hematite,
if it is present. In these cases, the minimum of the CFT band is to longer
wavelengths than 0.9vm, and in all of them the 0.65um feature is clearly evident
P as a shoulder.	
,4
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In Figure 3.1.15 generalizations are made al
ing Pssentially what is available in a remote sensin,
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ROCK SPECTRAL GENERALIZATIONS _
UNALTERED__ ROCKS
a)FEEtSIC:t ighest reflectivity ,featureless.
b) INTE%MEDIAT'E:Lower refleecivity, eatureless.
+c)MAFIC:Iowest ref:lectivity, CFT Fe	 i.4um.
d)t, TEA AF1C:higher reflectivity than mafic, .
F	 Intense CFT Fe2+ near 1.0µm.
e)SEDIMENT.ARY ,Transparent,s ow CFT
`	 +;Quartzites2`,^,TAM0Rr- 1Cj . eg.Mar'bles-1'.n	 -Cr y
Z
1A}	 ;{ y^ty^ }.yy ^wy^	 ^y
.AL.LS L.	 U^i^	 .
Spectra dominated by Fe3+oxides & oxyhydroxides.
Color largely a funcsion of Fe3+concentration.
a)Charge-transfer Fe	 -0 dominates short X.
b)CFT of Fe3+ near 0.65 and 0.9um.
c)Sharp	 e3+GFT near 0.42ym, intensity stealing. ,t
MULP k
Sharp absorption edge, characteristic of metal. .
k
j
p
1
f
Figure	 3.7.15
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3.-8 	 SPECTRAL FEATURES IN THE 0.4 TO 1.0 NM REGION FOR
VEGETATION ANALYSIS
0R. STEPHEN UNGAR
The major feature of the spectral reflectance of vegetation are quite
similar for most species. Figure 3.8.1 illustrates these features:
•	 Chlorophyll absorption in the 0.5 um to 0.7 lim range
•	 Strong reflection in the infrared
•	 Absorption by water in the leaf at 1.4 um and 1.9 um.
The grater absorption bands can be useful for vegetation analysis, particularly v
if reflectance measurements are made at the earth's surface. However, in
frost aircraft measurements, and certainly in satellite observations, atmos-
pheri c water vapor will also absorb'light at these wavelengths seriously
interfering with this measurement. The effect of atmospheric water vapor
absorption can be seen in Figure 3.8.2 which shows the solar energy curve at
sea level along with the solar energy curve outside the atmosphere. The
other atmospheric absorption bands apparent in Figure 3.8.2 (see also Figure
3.8.3) do not have as great an impact on the vegetation reflectance curves.
r
	
	
Figures 3.8.4 and 3.8.5 show several reflectance curves for clean,
tilled soil and for winter wheat respectively. These data were collected in
Finney County, Xansaso on-, 21 May, 1975 with the Fast Scanning Spectrometer (FSS)
The strong variation in reflectance occurring in both sets of curves at approx-
imately 1..9 µm is not primarily due to.differences in leaf water content.
These var-lations are introduced by the low signal to noise ratio in this band
due to strong atmospheric water vapor absorption. Reflectance is calculated
from FSS measurements by ratioing observations to readings obtained over a
standard reflectance plate. Thus, in the 1.9 um band we are calculating a
ratio of two very small numbers (because of low incident radiation) and variations
of one or two instrument counts will produce large changes in calculated re-
flectance, This effect can also be seen in the 1.4 um water absorption band
although there, the effect is somewhat reduced. Thus, we may not lose very
voch information for vegetatUn analysis by restricting observations to -wave
`	 lengths below 1..1 um j*I ch is the ITmit of detection for the MRS sensor.
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Figure 3.'',6 shows the reflectance curves for winter wheat in the
0.4 to 1.0 G,m spectral region. These curves are fairly typical for reflect-
ance from vegetation. Apparent in these curves is the absorption through the
visible region and the strong reflectance in the infrared. There is a slight
peak at approximately 0,55 um (green) which divides the absorption region.
This peak-accounts for the green appearance of healthy vegetation. (The peak
at 0,7 um is an artifact of the scanner and is due to the change in filters.)
The same reflectance characteristics are seen in reflectance curves for other
species (Figure 3..8.7).
The most obvious feature of these curves is the step-function-like
shift when moving from the strong absorption region in the visible to the high
reflectance region in the infrared. We might call this the u ro'th order
approximation (Figure 3.8.8). Most vegetation indicators are based entirely
on this approximation and use of ratio of infrared to red reflectance as a
measure of 'vegetative corer.
Some indicators do take into account the local maximum of reflectance
in the green, by using a ratio of green to red reflectance. Inclusion of
the green peak in approximating vegetation reflectance could be called the
first order approximation (Figure 3.8.9).
Most of the vegetative indices (Figure 3.8.10) defined by research in
the field simply measure (in some normalized sense) the magnitude of the
change between the visible region and infrared plateau as portrayed in zero'th
order approximation (Figure 3,8.8).
One feature which has not be0h fully exploited in the past is the
osition of this change between absorbing and reflecting wavelengths. There ca
n
be a significant shift in the position of this transition depending upon the
condition and/or the development stage of the vegetation. As an illustration,
compare the reflected radiance curves for booted wheat (heads not emerged yet)
and headed wheat (heads full emerged) in Figures 3:8.11 and 3,.8.12 respectively.
In the booted wheat spectrum, there is a peak in radiance which ;occurs just shy
of the 02 absorption band and is about equal to the maximumradiance at approxi`-
mately 785 nm. In the headed wheat spectrum the position of the high slope
region has shifted towards the red; the peak in radiance has also been shifted
slightly to the red and the peak is noticeably lower than the maximum radiance
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at 785 nm. This effect may also be exploited to distinguish betrea ►
 specia
by taking advantage of differences in crop state. As illustrated in Figure.
3.8.13 which compares the reflection spectrum of headed wheat with that of
alfalfa.
It would appear that a ratio of the reflected radiance at the
reflectance maximum near 785 nm to that at the high slope region near 745 nm
might be a-useful parameter for vegetation analysis. Data collected over
Kansas fields by William Collins using an airborne photospectrometer tends
to confirm this. Figure 3.8.14 shows that, using the ratio of two bands with
10 nm bandwidths centered about 785 nm and 745 nm, irrigated wheat is distinct
fi^om alfalfa and both are distinguishable from corn, grain sorghum and
non-vegetated soil. In this test, non-irrigated wheat fields resembled the
al falfa fields.
Increasing the bandwidth to 20 nm, the bandwidth which will be
available on the MRS, does not seem to greatly harm the characterization of
wheat compared to emergent corn and alfalfa. figure 3.8.15 is a presentation
of ratios of 20 nm bandwidth data collected with the FSSin Kansas. Again,
the non-irrigated wheat fields are the most problematic. Unfortunately not
many control (vegetated, but not wheat) fields were overflown by the FSS and
hence these results are not conclusive on their own. However, since the
Collins and FSS overflights occurred on the same day, it is possible to anti-
cipate FSS derived measurements by comparing ratios calculated from both
instruments over fields which were, flown in common. Such a comparison is
shown in Figure 3.8.16. The two ratios are very highly correlated suggesting
that there will be little loss of information if 20 nm bandwidths are used._
Collins' ratio compares favorably with other measures of growth stage.
One such measure (in the 0 . 4 to 1 . 0 um spectral region) ha's been suggested
by Park (Multispectral Temporal Analysis, General ElectricIRN Project Report,
1979) who used a ratio of simulated TM bands as vegetation index ( Figure
3 8 17)	 Fi ures 3 8 18 and 3 8 19 show Collins' ratio and Park's ratio re-
spectively versus growth stageof wheat. Both ratios appear to be closely
related to the growth stage.
r.
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COLLINS' RATIOS
GISS SPECTROMETER (.74 - , 75 um) /(, 78 - , 79 pm)
FSS SPE TR9METER (.74 - , 76µM)/ (, 76 - , 80 pm)
PARK RATIOS
TM BXIDS 4:3
	
(, 76 - , 90 µM) / (, 63 - , 69 u M )
TM BANDS 4: 5
	 (,76 - .90µM)/(1,55 - 1,75 uM)
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The general conclusion is that both the position of transition
from absorption to reflection and traditional measures of relative degree of
absorption a re important (and to some degree independent) sources of information
r-elatirq to plant stage.
	 The Collins' ratio is pigment sensitive and the
traditional indices are biomass and pigment sensitive.
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3.9
	 SPATIAL RESOLUTION CONSIDERATIONS
DR. LEE MILLER
I
	
	 One of the major concerns with satellite remote sensing is the spatial
resolution. Consider i ng the continued interest in increasingly better spatial
	
I	 resolution, it is surprising that very little research ha; been undertaken to
estaolish the resolution requirements 'For remote sensing applications. Most
of tl . e stated requirements for spatial resolution seem to be estimates based
Imore on intuition than on experimental evidence. Some of these estimates are
^rese;:ed in Figures 3.9.1, 3.9.2, 3.9.3, and 3.9.4. These estimates actually
seem quite reasonaule in spite of the lack of research.
In luoking at these tables one should keep in mind that, assuming a
c i rcular target of diameter d, the IFOV of the sensor can be no larger than
ti0. t,J tc insu re that at least one pixel falls entirely within the target.
I
Figures 3.9.5 and 3.9.6 show classification accuracy as a function of
s p atial resolution for several types of classificat i nn problems. These figures
suggest that classification accuracy may not necessarily improve with increa.,ed
spatial resolution. These graphs were devised by considering classification
using spectral characteristics only. The improvement in classification which
might be possible if texture were considered was not taken into account.
Cheng et al. (1979) made a study of the size distribution of tree crown
diameters for several varieties of pine. The results are shown in Figure 3.9.7.
It is clear from this chart that the 15m resolution of the MRS will not be
r sufficient to resolve these trees. In fact, individual trees will not be
resolved -intil the resolution approaches 5m. The term "resolving" is used
here in the sense that the resolution element is rcughly the same size or
smaller than the individual target elements (trees).
In another study, Theis (1978) considered the value of orchard crops
when the size of the tree and the optimal planting space was taken into account.
	
tl	 Figure 3.9.8 shows the average sizes of mature tree crown diameters for several
orcharn crops. As with the study on pine trees, it seems that for most of
these crops, individual trees will not be resolved until the resolution is
	
(1	 considerably better than 15m. These results bear out the EIFOV for forest
	
u	 typing presented in Figure 3.9.1.
r
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Table 14-1 lasts the important geolopc applications and some of the data
att;;outes needed lot these applications. The figures that follow are keyed to
the number deslijratiun In Tahic U-I.
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n
	Similar resolution (10m or less) a ppears to be necessary before single-	 (^
family houses become detectable (Figure 3.9.9, Walthall, 1979).
	 In this study	 !j
only th a
 total floor area of the dwellings was considered. The curve in
Figure 3. 9.9 will shif t. to the left if twc story houses are accounted for.
A final example of spatial resolution requirements is presented in
Figure 3.9.10. This figure is taken from a study by Malila et al., 1976, which
considers the problem of classifying crops. As pixel size increases, the prob-
ability that any given pixel will integrate reflectance characteristics for more
	
ll
than one cover class also increases (i.e., mixed p ixels). The larger the pixel
	
11
s i ze, the more pixels that will cover more than one class. Figure 3.9.10 shows
	 (^
the relationship of pixel size on the expected proportion of multiclass pixels
	 (^
for various field sizes. It appears that a 15m resolution is probably adequate
for crop discrimination, at least for the Kansas sites considered.
In conclusion, there have been rather few studies performed of the sort
presented `sere - a remarkable fact considering the importance placed on spatial
resolution in remote sensing. As a result there is no solid basis for fixing
the resolution requirements fcr most applications. A serious effort should De
made to conduct research i ;ito this topic.
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3.10
The gist of this presentation is contained in Or. Walraven's paper
entitled "Polarization Imagery" (SPIE Vol. 112. Optical Polarimetry (1977)),
which is included here for reference.
w
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POLARIZATION IMAGERY
Roblin WeIra.vn
Dept of Land. A„ and Water Retou,cet
Un,ran.ty of C.41,forn,a, Davis 95616
Abstract
The polarisation of reflected radiation can provide useful informatit'n which could be
.led in remote sensing applications to help distinguish different n,tr,tr, fl -•urI•s c tts with
similar spectral signatures. Yet the use of polaritation has been tlm ,)L; t completely
neglected in remote sensing applications partially because of the lack of understanding, of
the information contained in the polarization field. In this paper, examples of the
polarization of natural scenes will be presented and th• information c-)ntained in the
polarization field will be discussed. The imagery presented was collected by taking sets
of four photographs of various natural scenes using a polarizing filter to detect the
polarization field. The polarization field was analyzed by digitizing the photographs +n3
processing the results at the image Processing Laboratory on the Berkeley campus of the
University of California.
	
..,	 ,.,
A beam of incoherent radiation reflected from a natural surface can be ,-ompletely
described at a given wavelength by the Stokes vector
I
Q
U
V
where I, Q, U, and V are )hysical observables describing independent features of the
electric vector. The quantity I represents the intensity of the radiation and the
quantities Q, U, and V are associated with the polarization of the radiation. Tradi-
tiona!ly, in remote sensing experiments only I is detected while Q, U, and V are neglected
However, there is useful physically independent information contained in the polarization
paramours, as we will show presently.
Detection of Polarization Parameters
A simple wuy to detect the Stokes parameters Q ano U for a natural scene is to take
photographs of the scene with a standard polarizing filter in front of a camera. The
int,tn5ity seen by the camera is then
I'(e) _ (I + Q cos29 + U sin23)/2, 	 (1)
where I, Q, and U are the Stokes parameters before passing through the pclarizer, and 6
is the angle cf the transmission axis of the polarizer with respect to the horizontal.
We took.sets of four photographs of natura. scenes with a set to 0, 45, 90, and 135
degrees.. The intensity recorded in each of the four photographs is, from Equacien (1),
I'(0)	 = (I + Q)12,	 (2)
I'(45)
	
= (I + U)/2,	 (?)
I'(90)
	
_ (I - Q)/2,	 (4)
and	 I'(1a5) = (I - U)/2.	 (51
F,: , lations (2)-(5) it f ,)llows that
1 = (I 1 (0) + I 1 (4 1^ ) + I 1 (90) + I 1 (135))/2,	 (6)
ultf
	
11	 I'(^f',)	 -	 I'(13S).	 (H1
when d:scvssing pularization, it is easier to think in term, of the m,11;niluuc, 1 1 , .rrnl
tr, ,, pnaso angle, e o , of the polarization. Equation (1) can be rewritten in terms of P
a:i! 6 0 ris
„
1 64 /SP/E Vol. I fl OOd[al Pofartmerry (1977)
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It is easily shown that
and
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P . (Q 2 * U1)1/2/11
6 0 n tan-1(U/Q).
(10)
(11)
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The Stokes parameter V has been ignored. For natural scenes it is so small that it
cannot even be measured by simple means.
Production of Imager y
Each photograph in a set of four was scanned and digitized as a 512 x 512 pixel image.
Tne digitization precision was 9 bits per pixel (1 part in 256). The digitized image%
were not corrected for nonlinearities in the response of the film as a function of
intensity.	 Equations (6), (7), (9), (10), and (11) were used to calculate the intensity
and polarization in each pixel of the image. For simplicity, the quantity
POL a I(1-P)	 (12)
was calculated instead of P. The resulting digitized images of I, POL, and a were
displayed using a high -resolution camera system. The results for three different natural
scenes are shown in Figures (1)-(3), (4)-(6), and (7)- ( 9), respectively.	 ( Note: The
streaks in Figure 1 were caused by an error in coating the final prints and are not a
`eat , ire of the actual image. )
Discussion
Major features such as buildings, trees, posts, sky, end roads are easily distin-
guishable in images of 1, POL, and e . Any one of these three pardmeters could be unod
to detect the grass features in a ^cFne. The images of POL and A , however, are clearly
7ifferent from the images of I. These differences can provide nea and useful information
about the features in the scene.
Scene 1
11111`	 1	
..	
,•^
vo te "P.)	 f.e
+ X
;y 	 .1 . r • •.4^,.
Figure 1. • Scene 1, I.	 Figure 2.	 Scene 1, FOL.	 Figure 3.	 Scene 1, e0.
The major features in this scene are 1) a concrete building with many windows, 1) a
light pole with a sign on it, 3) low ground cover in the center of the scene, 4) mowed
grass in front of the building, 5) an asphalt road running through the middle of the
scene, and 6) an asphalt path with some water on it ir, the foreground. The windows of the
building, the asphalt road, and the puddle of water have large polarizations, and show
up clearly as dark areas in the POL image. (The windows in the lower middle part of the
building are different because they are reflecting light from ground features rather than
skylight.) The alternating horizontal bands in the winlow areas of the d image are the
result of poor signal-to-noise in these areas. The lawn in front of the Suilding contains
two types of grass. There is no indication of this fact in the I image, but it shows up
clearly in the 00 image. Differences in the ground cover in the middle of the ;cone alsoshow up in the 6 0 image.
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Figure 6.	 Scene 1, 00"
but looking in a different
The two light roofs in the
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some variations in the
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Figure 6.	 Scene 2, i.	 Figure i.	 Scene 2, FOL.
This scene was photographed in the game vicinity as scene 1
direction. The same puddle of watar shows in the foreground.
I image appear to be quite different in the POL and 9, images.
puddle show up clearly in the POL image and the 9 i'^dgc shows
ground cover which are not apparent in th^ I imagi.
Sce ne 3
^•
• ^' •^'+ ^c M	 ` i ^+:.	 • .	 .its
,^i^•' '• } '^:?^.,^} ter-	 ,
c'nr ^ ^ ^-•^ rs^'-a r' ' - ^ •1 ^7 ^ ur
IMP
Figure 7 •	Scene 3, I.	 Figure S. Scene 3, POL.	 figure 9.	 Scene 3, 9n
This scene_ shows a wheat field on the left and a dirt road on the r ight. There are
some buildings, trees, and a water tower on the horizon. Details of the buildings show
more clearly in the POL image than they do in the I image, bur 'he water tower and a
stake in the middle of the scene seem to disappear in the POL image. The 9 image shows
a bright area along the edge of the field. This feature indicates wheat that is more
stressed (because it is on the edge of the field) and more mature (because of heat radiated
ft'Om the dirt road).
r(1f !1D TMAGrDV
Polarization is a vector quantity, it has magnitude and direction. color, also, can be
thought of a., a vector quantity, it has hue (color) and saturation (depth of color). It
is rather straigi:tforward, then, to create an image from the magnitude and phase angle of
the polarizdtion such that there	 s one-to-one correspondence between particular colors
and particular states of polarization. Such a =olor image was created from POL and 9
for scene 3. r LgurP 10 is a black-and-white picture of one of the three primary colors
thst made up that image. Votice that the s*ressed area of the wheat field and the water
tea?r on the horizon stand out 3trongli. The intensity I could also be added to a color
image ^-` spla';ing the polarization by using it to set the gray scale in the scene.
,
%66	 SOS£ Vol. I f2Oot,csl Polanmerry 119,71)
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figure 10. 9iacK-ind-white
image of one of the primary
colors of a color image of
polarization.
/ - - - \ .. - . - - .
Thor' is physically independent information that is contained in the amplitude and
pha.•e angle of the polarization in natural scenes that can be iced in conjunction with
intensity information to better distinguish similar surfaces. The amplitude and phase
angle of the polarization are quite easily detectable by standard photographic methods,
and can be displayed by standard image processing techniques. False color images :an
be crewed from the polarization information to emphasize particular features of interest
in the scene.
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The MRS will be capable of providing increased temporal coverage
because of its pointing capability. This increased coverage is extremely
important for applications where the target changes significantly over
relatively short periods of time. Agricultural crops are such a target. During
the growing season the reflectance and textural characteristics of agricultural
crops may change rapidly. This is illustrated in Figure 3.11.1 which shows the
crop calendar for the MESA Test site. Crop characteristics change as the plant
grows both because of inherent changes in the color, size and shape of the
plant and because of increasing foliar canopy which covers the bare soil. More
drast + c changes occur when the crops are harvested.
The calendar varies for different cro p s and different areas. For ex-
ample, the time interval between distinct growth stages of hybrid corn in
central Iowa is about 14 days, suggestiny that remote monitoring of this
corn crop would require periodic coverage with a return time of about 14 days
( F igure 3.11.2) This period may vary within a season or from year to year
depending on rainfall and temperature. Figure 3.11.3 shows the crop calendar
for corn in terms of growing degree days. Adding to this the fact that the
growing stage may vary by as much as 30 days over an entire state, the need
for frequent coverage becomes clear.
Temporal coverage is only important if we can determine the stage of
growth from the remote measurements. The stage of growth is itself a very
important piece of information but grown, --haracteristics are also important
in identifying and quantifying stress conditions. To illustrate the capability
of otserving growth stage characteristics by remote sensing, we will consider
data collected over four crops in 1977. The reflectance of these crops (in
the TM bands) for several dates throughout the growing season is presented
in Figure 3.11.4. The first column (4/21/77) is the reflectance of bare soil.
The second column (5/10/77) shows a distinct increase in the reflectance
corresponding to the emergence of plant material, but the increase in this
case is too much too soon (particularly in the IR) primarily due to atmospheric
path radiance. We have found that a simple, but effective method of correcting
for the atmospheric effect for our purposes is to normalize the readings to
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Table
	
1. Average Dates and Days	 from Emergt_nce	 for	 the Diffetent
Stagers of Growth of Corna
IDENTIFYING! nA	 J
STAGE DATE DAYSb FOR CIELD USC
0 M.jy	 24 0 Plant emergence.	 Tip of coleoptile
of plant visLLle at	 soil	 s.irface.
1 Jun 8 14 Collar of	 4th	 leaf visible.
k Jun 22 28 Collar of 8th	 leaf visible.	 Leaves
1 and 2 may be dead.
3 Jul 6 42 Collar of	 12th	 leaf	 visible.	 Leaves
f 3 anA 4 may be dead.
4 Jul 20 56 Collar of	 l5th	 leaf visible.	 Ti-,s
of many tassels visible.	 Leaves 5
and 6 may be dead.
5 Jul 30 66 75% of-plants have silks visible.
Pollen shedding.
r	 6 Aug 11 78 12 days after 75: silked. 	 Kernels
t in	 "blister"	 stage.
7 Aug 23 90 24 days after 75% silked. 	 Very late
"roasting ear"	 stage.
.	 8 Sep 4 102 36 days after 75%	 silked.	 Early'
"dent"	 .;tage.
9 Sep 16 114 48 days after 753 silked. 	 Full
"dent"	 stage.
10 Sep 28 126 60 days after 75% silked.	 Grain
physiologically mature.
a)Average for adapted hybrids in central	 Iowa.	 Approp riate modifications
should be employed for other bybrids and other areas.	 Planting date
assumed to be May 15.
r	 b)From emergence.
Figure	 3.11.2
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Tab lc
`lean of Means - Bidirectional Reflectance Versus Time and
Uavelength Over Fields of a Cla y s. (Hand County)
;*,%VELE.`1G"iH	 DATES OF 4EASUnEMF:NT
rh" r-RVAL
Winter
Wliaat 4/21/77 5/10/77 6/1/77 6/16/77 7/7/77 7/27;77
.45	 - .52 3.61 5.85 3.18 2.79 6.49 6.58
.5:.	 - .60 4.51 7.97 5.03 4.22 R.R6 9.00
.63
	 - .69 6.15 10.18 6.67 5.69 12.66 12.75
.76
	 - .90 9.97 23.55 27.63 23.25 21.48 19.92
1.55	 - 1.75 18.58 27.14 17.33 15.25 28.67 28.04
2.O q	- 7.35 13.07 19.37 9.58 8.48 20.37 20.71
Corn 1
.45	 - .52 5.00 6.66 6.11 5.65 5.20 4.79
.52	 - .60 6.32 8.80 7.76 7.49 7.21 6.63
.63	 - .69 8.23 11.31 10.49 9.73 9.50 8.77
.76
	 - .90 12.87 23.23 16.29 13.10 24.08 21.27
1.55 -	 1.75 21.65 2;..52 29.46 29.41 28.52 25.25
2.08 -	 2.35 14.93 21.69 24.68 24.99 20.62 18.23	 I
Springng
Wheat - 1
.45
	 - .52 2.72 6.91 3.28 2.33 4.33 8.12
.52	 - .60 3.35 8.76 5.17 3.75 6.64 11.36
.63
	 - .69 4.68 11.33 6.73 4.90 10.05 16.29
.76
	 - .90 7.21 18.62 27.73 26.63 23.69 23.05
1.55	 - 1.75 16.42 31.72 19.41 13.59 21.31 31.01
2.08	 - 2.35 11.86 26.10 10.53 6.20 13.03 21.87
i
Oats - 1
Figure 3.11.4
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ti
.45 -	 .52 2.1 6.16 3.17 2.22 5.30 6.85
.52 -	 .60 3.32 7.98 4.74 3.65 7.66 9.48
.63
	 - .69 4.:•0 10.28 6.35 4.83 11.36 13.58
.76
	 - .90 7.05 19.01 23.22 24.66 21.21 20.75
1.55 -	 1.75 15.31 27.94 17.51 12.14 24.78 28.42
2.08	 - 2.35 10.44 21.83 10.18 5.92 17.36 20.84
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the reflectance in the blue, i.e., to divide all the reflectance values by
the reflectance in the blue.	 Figure 3.11.5 shows the corrected values for the
1971 data. These values are much more reasonable; the increased reflectance
is only apparent in TM band 4 (.76 •.90u) for winter- wheat and corn.
Using these, corrected values we have found a means of indicating the
presence of bare soil. 	 This
	 is	 illustrated in	 Figures	 3.11.6 through	 3-11.14.
(Figures
	 3.11.6	 through	 3.11.9 show the data presented	 in Figures 3.11.4 and
3.11.5.)	 In each case three 	 ratios are plotted-	 4/3,	 4/5,	 Arid 6/5.	 For visual
clarity, whenever these ratios are less than one the negative inverse of the
ratio is piotted.	 Whenever the ratio of band 4 to band 5 is 	 less than one, but
greater thar, the ratio of band 6 to hand 5,	 the target	 is bare soil.	 In the
graphs this occurs when the line for 4/5 falls below the	 line for 6/5 and both
are negative.
a.
r
Q
0
0
v
n
n
n
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MF±an of Means - Normalized (Hand County)
WAVELENGTH	 DATES OF ,ylEASURE-MENT
INT-RVAL
Win ter
w7t^at 4/21/77 5/10/77 6/1/77
.45 - .52 1.00 1.00 1.00
.52	 - .60 1.25 1.36 1.58
.63	 - .69 1.70 1.74 2.10
.76 - .90 2.76 4.03 3.69
1.55 - 1.75 5.15 4.64 5.45
2.08	 - 2.35 3.62 3.31 3.01
Corn
- .45 - .52 1.00 1.00 1.00
.52	 - .60 1.26 1.32 1.27
.63	 - .69 1.65 1.70 1.72
.76
	 - .90 2.57 3.49 2.67
1.55	 - 1.75 4.33 4.28 4.82-
2.08	 -
I
2.35 2.99 3.26 4.04
spring
Nfi-eat
.45	 - .52 1.00 1.00 1.00
.52	 - .60 1.23 1.27 1.58
.63	 - .69 1.72 1.64 2.05
.76
	 - .90 2.65 2.69 9.45
1.55	 - 1.75 6.04 4.59 5.91
2.08	 - 2.35 4.36 3.78 3.21
Oats
.45
	 - .52 1.00 1.00 1.00
.52	 - .60 1.58 1.30 1.50
.63	 - .69 2.19 1.67 2.00
.76	 - .90 3.36 3.09 7.32
1.55	 - 1.75 7.29 4.54 5.52
2.08	 - 2.35 5.16 3.54 3.21
6/16/77 7/7/77 7/27/77
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.51 1.37 1.37
2.04 1.95 1.94
8.33 3.31 3.03
5.48 4.42 4.2E
3.04 3.14 3.1s
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.33 1.39 1.38
1.72 1.83 1.83
2.32 4.63 4.44
5.21 5.48 5.27
4.42 3.97 3.8i
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.61 1.53 1.40
2.10 2.32 2.01
11.43 5.47 2.84
5.83 4.92 3.82
2.66 3.01 .09
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.64 1.45 1.33
2.18 2.14 1.98
11.11 4.00 3.03
5.56 4.68 4.15
2.67 3.28 3.04
Figure 3.11.5
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Figure 3. Tevgioral Spectral Profile for Normal Iowa Curn, 1976
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CORRECTED MSS 7/4 and 5/4 VALUES.
5/20/76 6	 25	 76 7/04/76 7	 22	 76 8/09Z 76
FIELD - FALLOW	 MSS 4 /4 1.00 1.00 1 . 00 1.00 1.00
MSS 5/4 1.01 .99 1.34 1.34 ].i8
MSS 7/4 .90 .95 1.33 1.30 1.10
P	 7/4 MAX .68 .71 1.00 .98 .86
MSS 7/5 .89 .96 .99 .97 .86
P 7/5 MAX .90 .97 1.00 .98 .87
P..S:i
	 5/4-MSS 7/5 +.12 +.03 +.35 +.36 +.42
MSS 7/4-MSS 7/5 +.01 -.01 +.34 +.33 +.24
FIELD 679 T2.'...T6 9 45 54 72 90
PL.ANTI.NG ADJ MSS 5/4 .84 .61 .66 .79 1.06
DATE ADJ MSS 7/4 .80 2.00 3.17 2.13 1.33
ADJ P 7/4 MAX .25 .61" 1.00 .67 .42
T 1 . 5/11 MSS 7/5 .84 3.09_ 3.46 2.15 1.06
P 7/5 MAX .24 .89 1.00 .62 .31YIELD 18
FIELD 478 T2.....T6 15 51 59 77 a5
PLANTING ADJ MSS 5/4 .85 .65 .69 .72 1.63
,DATE ADJ MSS 7/4 .84 1.76 2.64 2.22 1.45
T 1
ADJ P 7/4 MAX .32 .67 1.00 .84 .55
=	 5/5 14SS 7/5 .87 2.57 .':.85 2.37 1.14
YIELD 25.4 P 7/5 MAX .31 .90 1.00 .83 .40
FIELD 235 T2.....T6 0 34 43 61. 19
PLANTING ADJ MSS 5/4 .88 .63 .65 .70 1.06
DATE ADJ MSS 7/4 .79 2.02 3.16 2	 19 1.51
_T 1	 5/22 ADJ P 7/4 MAX .25 .64 1.00 .69 .48MSS 7/5 .80 3.05 3.52 2.311 :.18
YIELD 19 P 7/5 MAX .23 .87 1.00 .68 .34
IELD REGRESSION WITH P 7/4 MAX FOR MAY 2
Y -= .01 x + .07
R = .83
_^ .	 Fi Mira 3.11.13 z,.1 Z1.
i
r
Table 6 (Continued) ARIGNVAL PAGE
i11fPOR 15QUALITYMSS 6i I LLL41M5 CDUtiTY, NORTH DAKOTA
'205^ 76
_
6/25/76
 7 04
	
7/	 / 6 7/22/7 6 	 8/09/76
IFIELD 2 MSS 4/4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MSS 5/4 .97 .65 .98 1.09 1.54
MSS 6/4 .96 1.94 3.16 2. 42 2.03
MSS 7/4 .80 2.12 3.43 2.53 1.75 ►
MSS 7/5 .83 3.27 3.51 2.32 1.14
)rZET.D 334 MSS 4/4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MSS 5/4 .95 .68 .99 .96 1.44
MSS 6 /4 .97 1.50 2.90 2.59 2.05
MSS
MSS
7/4
7/5
.83
.87
1.47
2.15
3.12
3.14
2.82
2.94
1.75
1.2:?
J,
VI= 679 M:^S 4/4 1.00 1. G0 1.00 1.00 1.00
MSS 5/4 .96 .64 1.01 1.15 1.48
MSS 5/4 .95 1.92 3.24 2.39 1.81
MSS 7/4 .81 1.99 3.51 2.46 1.51
MSS 7/5 .84 3.09 3.46 2.15 1.06
a
FIZLD 478 Mss 4/4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MSS 5/4 .97 .68 1.04 1.08 1.45
MSS 6/4 .98 1.72 2.85 2.46 1.96
MSS 7/4 .85 1.75 2.98 2.55 1.69
MSS 7/5 .87 2.57 2.85 2.37 1.14
Sl- ?LD 235 MSS 4/4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.04
MSS 5/4 1.00 .66 1.00 1.06 1.48
MSS 6/ 4 1.00 1.93 3.16 2. 3A 1.97
MSS 7/4 .80 2.01 3.50, 2.51 1.75
MSS 7/5 .80 3.05 3.52 ?..38 1.:9
U
8'Y'MD - rALLGW MSS 4/4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MSS 5/4 1.01 .99 1.34 1.34 1.23
MSS 6/4 1.05 1.09 1.56 1.51 1.37
MSS 7/4 .90 .95 1.33 1.30 1,10
MSS 7/5 .89 .96 .99 .97 ,%
a
Figure 3.11.14
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MULTISPECTRAL RESOURCE SAMPLER:
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MULTISPECTRAL RESOURCE SAMPLER: AN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE SENSOR FOR THE MID-10,80'5
Charles C. Schnetzler
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 923
Greenbelt, MO 20771
Leslie L. Thompson
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 941
Greenbelt, MO 20771
Abstract
An experimental pushbroom scan sensor, called the Multispectral Resource
4	 Sampler (MS'S), is being developed by NASA for an earth orbiting spacecraft flight
`	 in the mid-1980's. This sensor will provide new and unique earth survey research
capabilities beyond those possible with current sensor system:, and is designed
wi f ► flexibiiity to provide a research facility for a number of preselected
experiments. The sensor will have a ground resolution (IFOV) of 15 meters over
a swath width of 15 kilometers, in four bands, or 30 kilometers in two bands.
data r,,te limitation (if 15 megabits/second controls the permitted swath width.
rash or t'e four arrays will have five separate spectral filter, t iiat will be
es^le l ct.ible by comma n d while in orbit. The basic sensor us	 four 2000 element
detector arrays in the focal plane of a 70 cm focal length (F/3.5) telescope.
The four arrays are aligned on a common focal surface; thus no beamsplitters are
l	 rcqui,-ed. This causes a spatial separation on the ground which requires computer
processing to register the bands. A 2.2 ms dwell time of the pushbroom array
allows handwidths as narrow as 20 manometers over the spectral range from 0.35
to 1.0 micrometers. Response in each band will be quantized into eight bits. The
Mks can be pointed at + 400 in the across track direction and + 55 0 in the alone
track direction. Along track pointing permitt stereo coverage at variable base/
jheight ratios and atmospheric correction experiments, while across track pointing
will provide repeat coverage, from a Landsat-type orbit, of every 1 to 3 days. A
number of significant experiments which could be performed with the MRS include
experiments in crop discrimination and status, rock discrimination, geobotanical
mineral exploration, land use classification and forestry.
r	
Introduction
Electro-mechanical scanners have inherent difficulties providing high
resolution remote sensing systems. In 1972, Landsat 1 was launched with the
Multispectral Scanner (MSS) as one of its complement of sensors. The MSS pro-
vides a 79 meter footprint at the nadir, and represents the basic performance
standard acainst which all following sensor systems will be compared. In fact,
`	 the MSS has generated a large constituency that demands the continued supply c,`
1	 its basic data products; images and computer compatible tapes. These products
are becoming an archival data base, and have prompted NASA to launch the MSS on
each of Landsat 2 b 3. Landsat D (4 after launch) will carry yet another MSS,
in addition to the next generation electro-mechanical scanner named the Thematic
Mapper (TM). Tht- TM provides 30 meter footprints in six bands from the visible
to 2.4 um infrare,, (IR) and a 120 meter fociprint in the 10 Lm to 12 um thermal
r	
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IR.	 The TM represents a very significant ,pump 	 in performance over the MSS, but
when it	 is	 launched in 1482, a decade will	 have passed in order to make possible
this jump in perfo rmance.	 With the launch of the 30 meter TM, electro-mechanical
(E-M)	 scanners will	 have reached their zenith.
Recognizing the limits of E-M scanners, NASA has been working since 1969
to develop a new approach to remote sensing to be able to provide nominally 	 10
meter type resolution along with high sensitivity using multispectral 	 linear
array technology (MLA). 	 This new technology utilizes solid-state arrays of de-
tector elements which are laid down 	 in	 lines and operated in a	 "pushbroom"	 st n
mode.	 Other papers describe this technology, 	 so we will	 not review	 it	 here. ll	 )
As a reminder though, the pushbroom scan mode uses -orbital motion to sweep the I
effective projection of the line array on the ground along track, while the
uetectors	 (which are oriented across track) are electronically sampled one-at-
a-time it a rate to provide contiguous along track 	 resolution elements.	 The
experimental	 sensor we describe in the following paragraphs uses 	 this technique.
Programme	 exigencies have prevented e y ploitation of this technology until
the fiscal	 year 1981	 budget cycle, although a sensor could have been developed
starting balk	 in	 1974.
It has become apparent since the launch of Landsat	 1,	 that an increase
in temporal	 covet-age, over the 18-day cycle of the Landsat series, 	 is necessary
for a number of applications. 	 Therr: are three basic ways to provide this cap-
ability.	 (1)	 use nine satellites	 in	 the current	 18-day Landsat orbit,	 (2)	 uie
satellites	 in geosynchronous :;0-vit, 	 or	 (3)	 utilize a	 sensor whose field-of-view
can be directed to targets off the nadir in the across track direction. 	 Finan-
cially,	 it	 is better to go with 	 (3)	 if you can understand the	 radiometric and
geometric corruptions associated with looking at 	 large angles off the nadir.
The
	
ectral	 Resource Sampler (MRS) will	 be the first attempt to answer_M_ul_tii%
the science questions
	
6r a sensor of this type on a satellite platform. 	 Other
drivers for this new sensor	 include:	 (1)	 provide higher spatial	 resolution	 than
th" TM,	 (2) provide narrow ( -, 20 nm wide)	 spectral	 bands and selectable bands
to allow the MP?	 to be a facil{ty for multi-disciplinary research, and 	 (3) pro-
vide 0.5`t sensitivity in the 20 nm bands.	 A programmatic driver	 is to put all
these characteristics	 into a package the size and data rate of the MSS.
The MRS Design Concept
The MRS	 is	 built around	 the maturity of silicon 	 integrated circuit technology.
S{licon has a useful 	 ,pectral	 response out	 to 1.0 ,gym.	 The	 technologies	 Fcr	 the
infrared	 spectral	 regions are significantly less mature, 	 especially in terms of •.
schedule and dollar impact to a sensor program starting 	 in the current time line
for launch	 in calendar 1984.	 Thus,	 the MRS	 is	 a	 visible/near	 IR	 sensor only.
Ta ble 1. MRS Se nsor Cha racterist ics
Spectral Range:	 0.36 um to 1.0 um
Spectral Ddnds:
	
4 arrays, each with 2000 detectors
	 i
5 selectable filters/array
Bandwidths > 20 nm
Polarization filters
V
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Spatial Resolution:	 15 meters max
Swath Width/Modes: 15 km at 15 m
at
at
30 km	
at
(4 bands)
15 m (2 bands)
15 m (4 bands, 50%
sampling)
30 m (4 bands)
Radiometric Sensitivity: 	 Approximately 0.5% NEao (8 bit)
Data Rate:	 15 mega bits/sec.
Pointability:
	
2 axes
+ 400 across track
+ 550 along track
Speed of Pointing: 	 300/sec across track
50/sec along track
Table 1 shows the instrument characteristics which meet the experiment
needs. First, the instrument has a gimballed mirror (see Figure 1) to direct
the field-of-view to positions off the nadir in the across track direction. A ►r
aiditional capability is provided by gim;X ling the entire telescope assembly
to allow 31ong track pointing for atmospheric path length studies and stereoscopic
imaging. This basically 15 meter resolution, 15 km FOV, instrument also allows
alternate image sampling modes across a 30 km swath width (FOV). The data rate
limit constrains each of these modes. The first is obvious: two bands at 15
meter resolution and 30 km swath width allow a wider swath for , experiments where
4 band multispectral data is not critical. In the second 30 km mode, every other
detector is sampled out across the 30 km swath, and sampled in such a way as to
provide a "checker board" pattern on the ground. Certain -'atistical experiments
such as determining forest species by sampling techniques can use this cap.°bilit,•.
In the third mode, two contiguous 15 meter (along track) picture elements. This
will allow comparison of MRS data to the 30 meter TM data.
i,
1
IL	
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Figure 1. The MRS Shown Attached to a Landsat Spacecraft
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Figure 1 provides a line drawing of a basic concept for the MRS as it
would appear on the Landsat spacecraft instrument shelf. The envelop constraint
for this spacecraft makes it difficult to provide a 70 cm focal length to fit
longitudinally along with the pointing mirror. This concept is preferred for
its simplicity, and due to the fact that it places the detector arrays closes:
to the passive radiator plate which is used to cool the focal plane to nominally
SoC. table 2 compares the MRS physical characteristics to those of the TM. This
provides a perspective on the power of solid-state MLA technology for remote seli-
s;ng. MRS is providing 15 meter resolution in a significantly smaller sensor t'dn
the TM with its 30 meter resolution.
Table 2. Comparison of MRS and TM Characteristics
Multispectral Resource
	 Thematic
Sampler	 Mapper
Optics Aperture
	 20 cm	 42 cm
Focal Length	 70 cm	 320 cm
'alt	 55 Kg	 220 Kg
Sizo	 1.6M x 0.5M x 0.6M	 2.OM x 1.lM x 0.6M
5 Detectors/Band	 2000	 16
Power	 55 W	 250 W
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	 lable 3 continues the comparison of the MRS to the TM. TM provides the
IR spectral region, and maps a 185 km swath about the nadir. The MRS is a sam-
pling, site specific research tool. In addition, within the spectral region
availabl;, the MRS is extremely flexible with its ability to change bandpass
filters over each of the arrays. As presently planned, each array will have
five in-f l ight selectable filters.
Table 3. Comoarison of MRS and TM Characteristics
Multispectral Resource	 Thematic
_	 Sampler	 Mapper
Num5er • of Spectral Bands	 4 at cne time, selectable	 7 fixed
from 30 by command
Spectral Range	 0.36-1.0 um	 0.45-12.5 „m
Spectral bandwidth	 _ 20 nm	 = 60 nm
Polarization Filters	 vas	 no
FOV (`wath width)	 15/30 km	 185 km
IFOV (Resolution)	 15 m	 30 m
Pointing	 2 axes	 +400 across	 fixed nadir
7550 along
Repeat Cycle (from a	 2-2-1-2-2-2-1-2 (at 32 0 Lat)	 16 days
Lrndsat orbit)
Radiometric Sens.	 0.5% in narrow bands	 0.5% in wide bands
Quantization Levels	 256 (8 bit)	 256 (8 bit)
Data Rate	 15 Mb/s	 85 Mb/s
Performance Predictions
Improved Temporal Resolution
iOne of major features of the MRS is its ability to point across track to
targets off the nadir. Figure 2 illustrates how 1 to 3 day repeat coverage is
achieved from a Landsat 705 km altitude orbit. The figure illustrates the situation
i	 for a latitude corresponding to the southern U.S. On day zero, the MRS is directly
'	 overhead, 8nd on day two, the MRS can look back to the same target by pointing off
nadir _2 1.9 . On day four the angle is 39 0 , etc. The insert on the figure shews
the repeat cycle for , various latitudes. The 460 latitude corresponds to the North
i	 Dakota/South Dakota region; eleven views of the same site will be obtained eve:-y
16th day cycle above this latitude.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the Improved Temporal kesolution
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Tdble 4 provides the current list of filters planned for the MRS. This
list was developed in conjunction with a non-NASA science advisory group fur the
MRS. As stated earlier, each filter wheel will contain five filters, and Pach
wheel is indexed independently. Thus, an experimenter can choose (in-flight) from
each column. 'resent plans call for the use of filters that pass orthogoneliy
polarized light (these are included in the selections provided in Table 4).
Table 4. MRS Spectral Bands
A:ray .V
—"-'1	 2
	 1	 3	 4	 1	 Remarks
450-520 520-600 630-690 760-900 	 Thematic Mapper	 )
I	 TM 1	 Tm 2	 TM 3	 ( TM 4	 (	 bands
2	 540-560 670-690 1710-730 780-600	 Vegetation
Filtcr	 3	 840-860 1 680-900 730-750 400-420	 Ceol. Veg.
rorition
4	 1360-400 I TM 3	 1930-950 1490-510	 Atmos. Land Use
I	 I` Vert.	 Polar.
5 y TM 4	 I T!A 4	 TM 2	 TM 3	 Polarize
Vert.	 Horz.	 ' Horz. 	 Nurz.
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Figure 3 illustrates the baseline design for the four indexing filter
mechanisms at the focal plane of the optics. Note that the element shown ac
the end of the barrel is the spider for the secondary of the Baker-Schmidt lens
design. The corrector plates are supported• at a position well beyond the second-
ary mirror, ar,d are not shown on this ficure.
P redicted Instrument Sensitivit
Figures 4 and 5 provide an indication of the MRS radiometric performance
in terms of noise equivalent reflectivity. The NErho is defined as that change
in reflectivity equivalent to the RMS sensor noise. The scene radiance is the
total radiance at thesatellite including a path radiance contribution for a
model atmosphere with a 23 km to 27 Ian visibility (a so called clean rural atmos-
phere). At poorer lighting conditions (i.e., larger solar zenith angle), the
pat.h radiance increases in proportion to the target radiance, thus for a fixed
s':rlsor noise level the NF.rho increases showing degraded sensitivity.
	
In all
.rases, the TM has poorer performance than the MRS in these bands. This allows
the MRS to go to narrower spectral bands and still provide performance nominally
Equivalent to the TM in its wider spectral Lands.
Figure 3. Aft Optics Design, Concept for the MRS
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The focal plane technology which provides the MRS with this performance
S	 has been state-o' : -the-art for several years. The performance is predicated or
(	 15 Lm b 18 :4m detector apertures (the detectors are on 15 .m center-to-center
spacing , 70% quantum efficiency up to 0.8 m wavelength, and nominally 500 electrons
1	
nns noise at the system level. The signal-to-noise calculation included signal
level Oepe ►,dent shot noise root-sum-squared with the system noise level.
Final Remarks
The MRS is contemplated to be a fiscal year 1981 NASA new-start inscrvment
prog ram. Utilizing the current capability of silicon array techrClogies in the
visible spectral region, a sensor system has been designed in concept which has
capabilit i es for new remote sensing research beyond that possible with the Thematic
Mapper. Table 5 and Figure 6 provide the summarizing statements for this paler.
Table 5. Comparison of MRS and TM Capabilities
i
Multispectral
Resource Sampler	 Thematic Mapper
Prim,iry Use	 Research-multidisciplinary	 Quasi-operational-Mainly
Aq, land use, coastal pro-	 agriculture and land use	 i
cesses, atmos. studies,
hydrology, geology, bathymetry
Cove rage	 Segment Sampler	 Wall-to-wall
Temporal Coverage
	
Every 1-2 days	 Ever) 16 drys
Spectral Coverage	 Flexible-optimum for multi- 	 Optimized for vegetation,
discip., but only in vis/near 	 in vis/near IR, mid IR,
IR	 and therTial
Footprint
	
225 sq. meters
	
900 sq. meters
Stereo Coverage
	
Yes, on sampling basis
	
No, except in sidelap
Atm. Correction Poss.	 Yes
	
No
Polarization Measurement
	
Yes
	
No
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This sensor system could be launched in December 1984, on a shuttle
retrieved, refurbished Landsat D.
The Multisp!^ctral Resource Sampler is the prelude to many new capabili::ies
in remote sensing, especially at relatively high spatial resolutions. The in-
frared arrays will be available within the next 4 to 6 years, so that by the late
1980's a full range of pushbroom scan technology can be provided to ^-cct the most
stringent of user needs.
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APPENDIX B	 i
REMOTE SE"ISING USING SOLID-STATE
ARRAY TECHNOLOGY
LESLIE L. THOMPSON
NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
p
t.
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Remote Sensing Using
Solid-State Array Technology*
Linear arrays provide precision geometric positioning of the
detectors, very high sensitivity and favorable :ignal-to-noise
ratio, low power consumption, and no moving cptics.
BACKGROtJXU
	 senstsrs to help unlock the basic inforniation
S
nvCV t'wc FIRST weather satellites he Kiln in the upwelling radiance froth the lAnds
to image cloud patterns and to provide and seas. in the early l t)60s, simple Ts t% Pe
Aw"CT: Current neulfispectrul rernute sensing of the Earth's stir-
face from satellite platforms requires .serlaur ,;ysterns which use
viechanically moving mirrors, as in the Lanclsal .Nultispec•tral
Scanner (siss) and the upcoming Thematic %fuliptr (T161). The rst
with its 30 metre ground sample distance is a currildex tensor sys-
tem which requires mantijacturing tolerances of tenths of a micro-
rnetre and tire(. hanical control of the scanning ntirrpr to arc seconds.
For future applications which require ltieh resolution (10 in region)
andlur narroucr spectral bands to the 0.4 to 1.1 Am region u.ithout
sacrificing sensitivity'. u sensor system Ichiclt uses solid-state linear
arra(,p s and operates in a "pushbroom" scan triode can provide the
required performance. In file prr.shbroom scan inede, the line array
of detectors is oriented perpendicular to the ground track teloeity.
As the along track motion scares the projection of File detectors over
the scene, the detectors arc electronically sampled +n such a way
that the entire line array is reud-out in the timer to advance une
resolution element. Tine advantages of line arrays Include pre( tie
geometric positconi,tg of the detectors, very high sensitivity and
favorable signal-to-noise. ratio (s/%, ) with small lightweight optics,
lotu potter consumptiun; and no mocingloscillating optics. Labora-
fory experiments using strangh (fu -ward techniques shall . Mar file
precision radiometric calibration of thousands of detcetors is
possible. In addition, it has been demonstrated that multiple
monolithic luteur array devices (chips) can be assembled together to
provide linear arrays with thousands of detector elements. Aligit-
nient tolerances of better than 0.3 resolution clenue rit hnte been
achieved, ant/ techniques hucc been described to Improve this hr 0.1
resolurion eirment. System level noise perJ(rrutunce has bren dem-
uristrated ithich allows u sensor systern to be provided icith 10
metre ground sample distance arid with noise equivalent reflectance
better than File Thematic .flapper tot 30 metres.
a %ynoI)t r • View of the Eaith's surfat•e, we pictures v ,ere provided. Cloud shapes ;old
have lit ; • n etolving ever more sophlstivalud relative nwtums were evlticut, but radio-
metric inlontiation could not he pri idud
' PreseWeel at the A(:S\I/.1SP Annual Cnutctl- by these imaging sensors. The rathomett•rstlun, Mauch 1978. N'asluni:un, D.C.	 which were built at this time reel+ored rl so-
Petose)l.)te % imt rRIC. E%o-met RING AND III 1610lr. St VSI VI:,
Viol. 45. \o. 1. laruean 14179, itp. 417.55.
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lations • on the ordut of kilometre ► IGold-
berg, 1968, Ostrow. 1070) tit order to
provide the wilm%ite sensitivity to small
changes III 	 target radiance.
In 1972, \A.s launched the first "Earth
resources" sensors Into orbit 'Lands,at-1)
Aild a ituantimi heap lit from itp-
proximatcly one to I ►ettcr theta 0 1 kilometre
ss.is accon ► pbslted The success of the Midti-
%Iwctral Scanner (ins) .and Hehirn )learn
Vidicou (mfiv) sec.:ors h.o, I)een widely
iwelmnied. Today, 1978, these- basic sensor
tcchnulogies remain representatisr of the
remote sensing capabilities front satellite
platforms.
In 19T7, NASA Initiated new technological
developments to enhance and tipmrade re-
mote sensing from satellite platforms. An
evolutionary growth of the electro-mec•han.
ical scanner tcchnolog, embodied ut the
Lindsat ass is now under development.
This sensor, the Thematic SLipper 1TSU, is
being constrmc d for latinc•h Ili 1981. Com-
porcd to the ast Mini etot,l .1 hinds, 64
g►av levels) the Thematic Nlappcl will pro-
vide unproved spatial resolution (30m ieut),
additional aild narrower spectral hands
(seven), and increased inrtrnment sensitiv-
Ity (G36 gray levels). This last improvement
is equivaletit to going from roughly 2 per.
cent precision to U S percent precision. As
• Rewlution as used in this article refers to the
grometnc Gwtpnnt of the sensor due to the field-
stop of the optical system, u-imally the detectur
Apo ture.
i Instantaneous firld -of-vie%%
s ► gneticant as the Thematic \laptx-r's leer•
formance in ► ttrotrnicnts .Ire, thct %till
represent .► limitation. As .hot.-ti in Figure
1,' the electro-mechanical .c.mm-rs h,1vv
reac hed .1 plateau in development .fin%
blither nnprosenwnts mt pt-611111,m ►ce will
Ix•
 incree axiewly <:ostky fiir only small inere-
n ►ents in prrtonm.utce ability.
1► l f1lnRex)sl S( AN Tt/ 11\1 ►LOGY
NAS&Coddard has had under detelop-
tnel.t .inee the nark, I9 os ,1 %cll%or trch-
nolottt that allows a second Ilet.ul ►tum leap
In performaime for remote teimoiz, This
new generation of sensor oix •ratt• . ()it ei prin-
ciple differrt ► t from the electro - mechaotcal
-,canneers.
Yushbroom scanning is a terns which de-
sc• rihes tile techimlioc of using the forward
motion of a satellite platform to sweep a
Ime.ir arra, of detectors oriented perpen-
dicmlar to the grotmd track across it scene
being imaged. This tecl ►nulue is ilbistratrd
in F- igurr ?. which shows an optical -,)stem
imaging the grou nd scene on a bnc .irrav of
detectors. One array is t,pic•alls used for
each spectral chattmel. Satellite im,tion pro-
vides one direction of scan and electronic
sampling of the detectors to tltr crosstralck
dimension pros ides the orthogonal scan
component to form an imace The detector
array is sampler) at the appropriate i.ite so
that contiguous lines are produced.
The Merit Function of Figure 1 i% explanted
in Appendix A.
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DETECTOR ARRAY
OPTICS
AlONO TRACK
MO T ION	 b11OUND
SWATH
rte. 2 Ccnmetr) of vittrthn.ur►t s can teehnttiue
There are two principal ad y .mtagc% to the
ppishbroum scan itthniques using lung
linear arra-s of solid- gate detectors First.
rotnplex mechanical 1.i fit are
eliminated. Second, this approach allows
the photum tlux from the scene to be inte-
grated during the tinir required for the m-
stantaueou. lirl.l-of-wie%% ;tn)%1 to advance
the dimension u' life resolution eleimmt .:.
the }toured. Fo, a gtiantitati%e indic.Ition of
What this means, consider that the dwell
time i • I•r resolutioti clement in the I.andsat
y lultlslxtiril Scanner (slss) a 1 .1 micro-
seconds ( r stng the pushbroom approach
,In;l the same urbltal conditions, the IF%%ell
tittle can b, inc• teased to approxhmatel% 12
milliseconds lot the s.ime resolution ele-
ment dimensions. Tht< allows An Increase
of more th.u1 a f.►ctor of 9110 in the signal
geneiated and stored at each detector post-
tion. 1 - lie impro%enicnt in sigu.tl -to-nurse
ratio is signifivanil. and permits smaller
apetturc optics to be used, with a conse-
quent wduttion III size and %weight
Another adv:ultage of solid-state tec11nol-
og} is that high cross-hark geometric fidel-
ity is achie%ed .Ilan}; etch litic 1r arr.ty to the
extent that the lxts i "ion of each Individual
detector is precisely known. Spacecraft
motions limit tile• altility to Itt. ► im gV(Klellr
fidelity along track, but currecttons for atti-
tude during gniumd data procc„ntg should
redutc the wariattoms tit cffi-cu%c ground
dist.utce between successive scams tit
nuninuutl. Jirsldes the ¢eumetric • acrtiracy
%within a .utgle .trruy. acc •ur.at • lxisitiomm!
ofmtays Itir cal.h spectral hand III the tlu;tve
t ► laut• with teslxc t to each otherallu%ws wets•
close III kilt Ispcctcal tegisti.ttiun of the
rC\tiltmg imagt*%.
It is clear that olst-cation its a pnsbbroom
seal ► nie ►de h.is nl.ut y dcarthle traltilt • s. 1•bc
trick is now to provide the ma► ty thotts:uul
elenu•ot detector arra%. requited h ► smb ► end
the crosstr ►ck s\%ath for Faith resource
applic • ahnms. Tvpicall y it 10-n ► remititi ►n
poshbroomt sensor miloire-c 6VXI detectors
per %Ix •e tral band to %kibl ml a Lanni, tt t% lx-
swath. Intagu ►e the complcwti and t4lo of
pro% itheig this Large an arra% w ith 61(N) tndt-
vidoal lx ► Int detec •tor%, each with . ► %wire
bond to dl.crcte amplifier component.
Each sigiml channrl (detector) would lia%t-
in t• %(ess of :30 tonilumcnts a•%nciated %t 1111
it. giving Anrtist 2W.0fK) I ►arts per limid .ltd
SW.0(10 parts per mittroment. There has to
IK• a Ix ltcr way
Solid-state intrurated cirtimt tethmolog^
pruvides the answer. On a single monolithic
chip of silk:oti, hundreds to mer it thtms.utd
detrclor% can Iw mamufac •titrrif [it
low noise "on-chip” amplifiers and elrl -
tromi: multiple\intt circuits are provided
simultaneously. By manuftl.titnng all these
elrnwnts an a single 11itellimed circuit, it I%
rem% possible to have un arra% of hundreds
Of deteytors whit h inter f me to the r«st of
the world with omly it te%w w ire bond coo.
necti— i% Figure 1 sliom s e- approach to
array urmanizatlun to tllAwrate 11(m thr
detector signals ate s.impled and read off
the chip. Eavh detector is %egttrottall% run-
nec•ted, unit at ;t time, to An on-chip .unpli
fier. A circuit called a d%namic shift-rreister
control~ the sequence of the connecnoms to
the amplifier. This approach Alots. .I it-I&
ti%el y .mall arl • a of the arra y to be dedit aced
to low nurse an.dui; siguuk, .uul a :hlfelctlt
area of the chip to be used for digital
switching operations. The yield %the imin-
ber of working de yicrs out of the toga Intl of
solid-state .1evi, cs is dire olv proportional
to the area of a chip. Digital circuits .ire
relatively mort fault tolerant th.ut mialoa
elcmcitts. \ immizing the area devoted
to low noise analog signal: itnprmc% the
yield of detector array chip. .Ind, thu.,
Fi, . ► 	 (7unc. • 1 ►t of all itiltviateti virwoit (It tut tnr
.ur.l. , lilt)
r
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0
should Itltser the cost per ilc'r • ttnr. There
are other, archrtt •tares afilch have dif-
(rient drstraltle• fcattires iNASA. 14172), The
prim) is f oil sulld•statc Integrated virs:uit
It c•hnolol;y provide• the means tit
large low.ir arrays for pushhrolnn scan sen-
SAr 1)• strl ,%.
\ASA/Goddaord Space Flight Crater,
through ,t contract with %%rst ► nghouse Elev-
trio 0mipanv (Westingli ow, 1976), t•• scl-
t y ped a detector arrt) technology which
drrnonstrated perfori ant a idetivat• for A
10-inetre irsolution molh,plrctrR) imagurC
rachometer The work started in 1072 and
v%as completed in 1976. This work will,
1lestinghouse prot)des the foundation for
the (letieiun to pursue a prour to to develop
a space qu.thfled nnillisprorul remote stnr-
inR instrument uiing solid-state linear
Arrays
1'IRIOR t tA^t [ M PUSHISHOOM SYSTIMS
II4,0I0M[TItIC SIN1ITIVITY
What 1 would like to do now is to deter-
mine the required perfumtance to pro%ide
0.5 {{invent sensitivity in four spectral
bmids for a %.trims of sivene conditions, and
then • how ht)w well a pushhn ►um %can
sensor with 10 metre "resolution" meet
these rrtlulreinents. The spectral hand%
chosen are the visihle !nc.r to hands of the
Thematic dapper. Let tile, in .idditicn• de-
fine 0.5 percent sensitiv ► t% as the change in
target refle0ance (.1p - 0.005) equal tt► the
rsls noise of the • visitor system. Tlus is the
noise equivalent rellectance, SEp.
rest, take a sre•ne condition (Fraser
1975) that ruuglik corrov-ponds to stimom
to the southern United States. The %ohar
angle to the zenith is 10', and the atnw-
where approximates a clean ntnd condition
ivisil ►ility ,r 37 knit (T,iwe 1). The time of
day is 10:311 AAI
The second scene condition is more strin-
ienl. It corresponds to bprinc or Lill in
central C.mada. The solar .mule to the
zenith is 45', and again the atnio,plicle has
s 7 kill visibility (T.Ihlc 2). 1 lijve limered
tarizet reflvomice, . ► lx ► .
TAMS r 
I.
slit ara) S, vise
RAnd T«rl:,•t 16i.h.io.w I14-4uticJ
(Mm 1 I44•11.1tmi.I IW1111•H1 S X•
11	 114.: - WS2 it	 111 7.0 52
1 !1	 1" 75 - 1160 It 20 414 KS
11	 010-11.114 it 2f) h11 57
,U	 o :S - .141 4)511 24.6 11;
TAIKII
Spat real S, roe
tl.rn.l Target Ra1161me Rr.lurred
,roll) R.•flcc•trncv (w,m'I ^V• -
(1)
	 045 -	 52 u02 30 SR
(2)	 012 - R0 010 1.4 44
13)	 0 01.1 -	 ho 010 2.1 iS
Al	 0 is - 41 0211 711 52
' To p)nwitir Yip - 111111
The foilowing, pitrarietcrs describe the
,alwnt c•harmtcristt.s of the • llu,hhroonl
se.in ,ensor which will attempt to meet the
reilutrrtueuts tit 	 1 and 2. Assume it
nonuotil orl)itil alttnide of 700 kin:
Optics Aperture. .30 cm
FIX al Length. 105 cm
Instantaneous field-of-view: 14.3 µrad
Optit Ill l'riumnission I Flltem iuc• ludrd): 0.3
Signal Intcgratlun Time: 1,50 x 10-3
seconds
"fo t .ompietc the characterization of this
sensor, assume • now a very c•onsen ative•
noise level of IOW eletKrons it l• •
In the current tec•hnic. ► I literature noise
levels n( 100 to 300 rlrt trans R%IS Are
routinely repo/ t• J. and have been for
several years (Mlike. 1974). Table 3 li m- the
noise Icsel for each spectral band In muti
equivalent to exposure densit y it the focal
plane. ltemenrher, the detectors integrate
photon flu\ from the scene in the push-
broom scan mode
NOTE Area of' Detector - 1 .1µm x ISµm
2.7 x 10-10 nil
Qtimitnol Efficiency IN 0.7 (h.ulds 1-3)
0.5 (hand 4)
With the abo v e parameter% the signal-to-
noi%e ratios listed ill •i me provided
in rack ,1woral hand for the conditions of
Tables I and 2.
TA in.r. 3
Note Egai%al.-rut
Siglial
Spa • , It ' ll R.tlid \u.	 (If) - , l/hill
(Il	 1.5!1
(4)	 I."_
"This It—.0 of noise iv.0 mr.t.ure,l in 141',
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REMOTE SENSING USING SOLID-ST IATF AItllA1 TECIINoL.OGY
TAmt ► I
^pectrll S'\ VIN
11.11111 •17.11111•	 -2 S/N 1 .1111 1• 	 I SIN
No N1.1111111.11 Pushbrolim Rwplurd Pmhbroom
(1) 38 .38 52 88
(2) 4K 68 65 145
(1) 35 41 57 10i
(•I1 52 107 1 17 13!)
i -
Table 4 show, tl ►at a pushirtlont scan sen-
or call iudced provide the reopOred per-
f mnati(,• nt 10 mitre resolution. In addi-
tion, if Tither 500 electrons nuibe or iLn
increase ill eflic• iencs to 0.05 or a
c anbmatiun are used (as would be ap44)ro-
priate for current arras tvc bnulogy), tl ►cn
spectral b.mds as narrow is 20nm ss ide votild
be used it, the sviisor ' s desi g n. As a matter
of comparimm tit The-mutic M. peer. with
it% 30 m resol ,ntion and 12 vin optic•. al,er-
ture, Table: ; ,, provided slur Table : •t,w
ditions).
Another ^ i% of thosy (nit senior perfor-
mmice at liffeit-W !cent , k•ondltiony I.%
shown in v figure 4. based oil previous deft.
nitions, this IiKute is Self c\pLoaatory.
DLTLCTOR IkkR %I Glo't ► I RI(: rIDCLITV
Figure -, dhows im .trtit\ assembled under
file WestiuKhuuse program. Using 18 silicon
Chips, each %% ill ,. Oki detectors, ,ua array of
1728 (Ictuctur: was provided. Although cur.
rent technology can rioa , pros ide single
chips %%ith o% er I000 elements, this illustra-
tion scti es to Show how arra y s of' NXX) or
more detectors (as ueccled it it Them.,tic
\tapper appbcarton) could be assembled
The detector Ixisitions oil chip are pre.
cisioo controlled to 0.05 01 ' A resolution ele-
ment. The clips in the 18-chil l array were
aligned ill precision of 0.3 of a resolution
element size with a ctimolative error over
till- length of the array of 11.5 of it resolution
elt-mcut. The depth of locus was contioded
lu 2 I': µill.
The advantage o: the approach shown
1'tiu ►
 S
Speclr.11 liaml	 S'N	 S!N
\o.	 Pttshbnlom Thematic \tappt_r
ill	 3,
1
4	 JS
	
FIR 	 72
(;il
	
41
	 45
( 11	 Ill;	 122
here is that file edges of thew.trr.q chips
are precision manuf tchited to .allow con.
tiltuolis (!) altrtnnu e nt of deteetot elements
on a chap • to , lop basis. Ciound data pro.
ce ssing is simplified. Oth:r suggested
approaches end up with .e bi-lillear con-
figuration st here the chip% aw spatially
Staggered m ci distmices e(lim alent to 200
iesolutioti cicments. Anther advanlaee of a
segmented vootigl ious array is that cord-
wIse applosinaatioo to curved ft cal surfu es
arc penm I led It. high t.. Au ion systems.
this may be re(lutred. The slogulm (lis-
ads antage of tic• contiguous .tpproat h is
that ty pically one 15 µn1 space is reyuir/-d
at live chip edges. I its is equl y alent to
having a dead ulemeot tit arras This
inav or m:tv not be• 4 sivnifica it di,ahility
depending (ill 	 appli,..ttlon under con-
sideration.
R,%D10.%IFTRIC C04RI"CTION
Perhaps the single most frequent concern
regarding puslibroom tecl ► Ltology is the
(lnestion, . How are you going to d1-stripe
(lie data from rhousat ► ds of detectors. yvhen
you have problems yvtill the 24 defectors on
the l.andsat \lult ► spectral Scanner (mss) ? " 1
would like to let .I picture speak for itself.
^. 1-11. /ti W 1^...1 Y OMy.
lie' s 4. Nmse cyuivalum rel"ectance verso+ solar
tcutth alig . tut a .%.1, • 111 shill .1 10 m 1141v tumK
current ticicct„t technology and 21 till optics.
11
I	 ,1
11
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Figure 6 shows a ;)t•siti%'e print of a radio-
meh •tc•ally corrected image macho using the
18-t hip array on it laboratory
 scene smitila-
tor. A t,scs high reatintion black-and-white
tr nsvauency %vans Lick ilhiminaited, sliec-
tra'.ly filtered, and then imaged into the
array. The image ttirnint a 1.213 ' 1728
lir.es
 per picture %%idth The full scant- spec-
tral radiance Ievel corresponds to [land 4 in
Table 1. The inte g ration time was 1.44
millisecond (roo¢lik that for 10 metre reso-
I • ttit,ii on .a satellite ,	 nie. farrows ai the
^•	 j ,2^ ^ ice' '
F\amply of a imlimitetric.dIii ertnected
matde %% fill the IY"chip aar.IN- uiruchon tut
til l ) t.. I+ottt.iu.
field in the pictures cent - r are approxi-
in.ntt-1% t\,% •o resolution elements center-to-
cr liter.
Careful examination is required tit dete--
inine the direction of scan. The hp-o'f is
sonic line structure %%here a dead efeme,at
was cosn ►etically corrected by acea.i%zing he-
t%%een adjacent wt.fl.nii3 elements. f3ega id-
less, a good job of radrouutric conectit its
has been .mbie%e(! To sho%% that this r-ne
iniage is not it fluke, Figure 7 shows a
montage of four separate pictures %whose
individual image format is 576 h> 376 lines
per pic •tuie width. Attain, r dinnnetrrc cor-
rection has removed the detector- to - dett-t•tor
variations.
The critical elements to radiometric cor-
rection of detector anus are
3.19
• Provide a highly stable operatmv t; utpor-
attire at the mra%, and stable hl.i. %oltagc;
• Provide updates of c.dibraaun tile. at the
beginning of .111 orbital pa%% and at the clod
to determine if any drifts have oct, erred;
• Ija%t- au e\teosi%o ground calibratimi pro-
cedtitc to catalog ,tnav perhnntae, under
variotr bras vnit.ttr and hft.d plank Wool-
i-rhu
	
ae cotif t4m.th	 and
• I'lan to ha%e moat eleno • nts t orrectad
using a •.nutilc ccliiattou of .t %lraocht line
For tote olhef t•Irnteuls, eitht•r	 shit-it seg-
to if , 	 app, o	 nn%i,tt,af.% %volt h e u\t nnoc
cahbrahon poutt .. pier d.^t,•, Iw	 ,.n.'
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rit; - Ex amples of radioou-tric.tlly correcte d nnaKel^ tiom .t 576-element detector
I t
 rr:l \
ctlml\Ic\ pill nonlial fit will Ile rt • Jillred.
Coal soflwa rc IS rcllnned to dr1 the )alb
e111. a ntly.
Coact t'sul^
I•'ol the \ • isil,lchium lit spectral region.
\Illl •1nl p1Id111rot1111	 hil%c I11.11mcd
.11111 me	 11 • .Ill\	 1111	 .11111111.1111 111 	111	 I1•I11/lie
scnsult Illno s.Ilcllilcs tiff nl:lc.lul pe-for-
n1.u1.1 1% .1\.lil.1111c. anti -.ill Ile• n ' ed to
p1 • 1\ Ills It \\ ale tank ill corlfigilratloo , opti-
nllzctl fill .pet-Ific . 11plic.11ions. Fivioc F
silo\\ s wit , wilsor coal cpt. Tins scnsln 1 Ml
111•	 11%1'tl	 I'll - .I^tl.'ll11111'.Il 	 IllllltOcIllporal
sanlplivig. 1111, sensor pro ielcs two to In e
da% return cu\cra&!v to am place on tlu•
E.uth's surlace .ulcl stereogr,Iphic Inlai!lI1V
fill tolxlgraphic Wrapping.
Extension of the spectral resp(m , e all
arr.l\s into the I 1n 5µ1u and S to 11µ1n
rugit)it \\Ill he dc%t•Iopt•11 11\1 • r till . IwO 111111
\ c.11 s midvr x:\s \ conll.lt t\ I'llc In1111.0 \ has
prt.\ Itictl flit •
 It • t'1111oh-c\ bass. .old \\ r \\ Ill
attcl11111 h1 11 1tIIliI . that kod . 1, .1 1101 appll-
Val 11n1. .1 Ill slli\e view of the II ItU14 . u ► tll-
catt • s we \cill he rt•.ul\ in HS-1. mid .I first
lamic11 of a push1rn111m scan sensor \% all all
the slx• c • tral baled% of the Thcnl.the Mapper
n anllcipalctl I1\ 19M.
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nu nil in III lhltnl.nlet • , tiecundly, 1114 upn11,
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to the merit feint ht/n sltunld Ill- hawd 111
factors that are 4crlelal1 y accep it-d ,I, milt, .I-
tltlns of unlln ► \ed pedornimice. T11 tlu, rmi,
the litool, considered include
• Rt•%idtaiun (ht leans of .ultcular ,uhlense),
• Number of spectral band,,
• Spe teal h,oldwldth.
IS Signal-to-noise ratio lift I sp1 •clfic sllertral
radiance (bat I ♦ used As :1 comnsotl Input
to each of the ,elected sy%tcnls.
In order to dc\elop the dt • sired nu•rit
function for ♦ cnsor systems, wt , slut with
the equation for calrt.latioll ,If sigil.11 -to-
^` 	 ?Ili„ l MM)" (r,,) (V ) (1A)
{ (^ ► l•)
\\ hert , D., Is tilt- optics diallictcl. Illt% • is till-
111,tant-ulcl l u, lit Id -ot-\•Ic\\, r„ is the t-llecU\41
ophl, Jill 'ot:llill11	 1" 1114	 ,Iu c1t.11 lad,
mice, :aril >1 I, the %lu • t tl.tl Il.00l\\ 1,11h I'll.
unnlelatur I • .11t oLllcs Ihl • r.14lI.L11t Ilo\\ • t-1 'It
p ile dt-14clot, .11111 the (It-n111oln.1tor -•\put-,•.t ,
Ili • ,\,tulll nuut as tit( .
 1,1411.1111 p'l%%er .11
\\ lilt- h lilt- , \ c,111.11, ont • (Noise I'A l t \alcnl
1'n\ct 1, \1:111.
T he rl-• \t stop 1, to re\t • rl(c tilt- ctluahlul
a1)11\e .1s .k ImIl ImIlmlalil) ,1.ltcnu•nl
1'1101'c ►CRANIMI: HIC EXCIXI-X IIl\t: N- RI'MO TIE tit •:\SI\G. 1979
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HEMOTE. SF:\SI\C USING boil ll, S1 AI E . ItttH*% 1l:Cti\t,(.uca'
1	 s/v
N!P	 ID„`1 (no. I  (JA)
S) stem sensitivit y measorvd in %io p i% in
Important tiuh(ation of I ►erlormant e, soul
the Inverse mice. I numotically mcrcaanK
(,I, tilt for impros en ►ents III petfonitaot c t t-e .
.41 1 , becomes cul.Iller)
This is the haac nic tit function However,
I cant to t-sp,oul tills relation to Include•
factor% dual Indicate the incre.isu ► g sophisti-
cation of sens,u ..stems  The fiat addit lona)
factor is Io rnakt , the re:lattou chrectl y t ►rolrtr-
loomA to the oomber of spectral hands Nest,
truisidcr ac,ui efficiency. As lit,- %ears have
gone by, .vc have worded ver) hard to
hte • rt-ase scan clftcienes The nivrit function
is make diteuth, proportiotial to this factor.
LI,tly, it can Ile rhosn Ihat the Inecl apical
scanners' optival systems do -rot overate
rrlvs► here neat tilt- dif fraction hoot it-, the
visible spectrum. III Iern ►s of ti,,. ,Ile cont-
part-(1 fit dllfrac •tion blur Size for tilt-
Optics diametct plividcd Tilts has but-ii the
case lwc:nia • the reared opti( s dimot • rcr .sa%
required t„ pru y idc the specified ♦, v 1'„
cr►rrsider the penalty of rrictt-ased sensor arc
to pro%ide the rr,tnired st • nsitr.Ih 1 now
otodik the D;) tenrl to lwcomc thy sensor
density (total weight di y tcled b. telescope
%olutile).
Tbe • Merit Function fur visible spectral
band perfonnalice cmt now Ix , written
(\fern Functloni,,. .
s!v ^N)(
 WT) inx 10 tt
(D") (FL) (IHW) t (AA)
u here the ne.sw . tetnis in the t-xptt • sston ,ue
(V), the- number of' spt-ctial bands, MT). the
serisot cseiglit, iqi, the sent e fficittic and
(FL), the optic% Real length The multip1%
ing constant IS used IS a 111MIL I of cuoYC-
nience • to scale the ordinate.
{
i^
i
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Agriculture	 OF
Canada
Engineering b Statistical Research Institute,
kesearc h Branch, Engineering Research Service Sectio
EnS. Bldg, 94, C.E. Farm,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OC6.
613-995-9671
June 20, 1979.
Or Edward Kanemasu,
Kansas State University,
165 College Heights Circle,
Marhattan, Kansas 66502,
U.S.A.
Dear Ed,
In principle, I agree with the draft copy of our Agricultural Panel
Suggestions.	 I would like to add to Question 1, if possible, that NASA enginee ► •s
look into changing the filter wheel concept to more modern concepts of scanning
the spectral band from 380 - 800 nm such as an optical multichannel analyzer
( r,AA) or a circular variable filter (CVA). In the OMA technique there would be
no moveable parts, and the spectral resolution would he far sunericr than any
interference filters used in the filter wheels. Each individual researcher would
he able to select the spectral ranges of his interest. This technique is avail-
able and s used by industries such as Tektronix and others. The spectral
ini'crmation would be taken simultaneously from 380 - 800 nm at say 1C nm inter-
va l s. Each photodiode in the linear arrays would be assigned a specific 10 nm
wavelength band. The information from the linear array can be stored on memories,
and if someone needs five spectral bands, then it selects from the memory which-
ever band is suitable to him. Using the CVA technique, only one wheel would be
used, but the spectrum from 380 to 760 nm can be covered with a spectral resolu-
tion of 5 nm or better.
With all other suggestions I am totally agreeable.
Yours Sincerely,
Eugene J. Brach, Head
Engineering Research Service
EjB/kb	 Section.
P S. Question 3.
3.3.3. Should be changed to read: "Experiments should include agrometecrologI
expertise and observation".
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DMAHTC Code STT
Washington, D.C.
20315
Charles Schnetzler
NVA GSFC Code 932
	
1	
Greenbelt, Md.
20%11
lDear Charles:
The Multispectral Resource Sampler (MRS) as described in your paper very
	
j	 closely follows the requirements for a Photobathymetric Multispectral Scanner
(PMS) that I provided to you last year. As you will recall, the PMS was orig-
inally submitted via the Department of Defense, (DDR&E for Strategic and Space
	
t	 Systems) as the Defense Mapping Agency's requirement for an unclassified bathy-
metr ic sensor on the Seasat-B. It was the result of several years of photo-
trathymetric research by NASA, NCAA, and DMA. It was put into the submitted for-
mat as the result of consutlations with Fabian Polcyn, Dr. Colvocoresses, and Dr.
C3rker to address r-netration of clear water to reveal shallow seas features of
sirinifance to navigational safety as well as to provide the best capat, " +.	 t^
provide data from which actual water depths could be computed. The MRS appears
to provide much of these needs. (DDR&E paper enclosed).
In the last couple of years, we have been exploring several additional
wa ,.s to detect submerged hazards. These methods will not yield depths as ac-
curately as the photobathymetric approach but they work in turbid water and can
reveal major features several times deeper than optical methods. They primarily
use analysis of ocean surface characteristics caused by the interaction of ocean
dynamic processes with the submerged features. (See attached Technology Assess-
ment and notes entitled Multisensor Exploitation to Improve Nautical Charts).
The oointability of the MRS can be exploited to image the sun glint area in order
to reveal such surface pattersn. This capability can also be enhanced by the
choice of orbits. A non-sun synchrrnous orbit would provide both optimum light-
ing conditions for penetration and for sun glint acquisition. 	 I do not have any
particular recommendations for orbit, this will be a point of discussion once a
vehicle is found for MRS. We hope to have used Landsat and other sensors to have
	
I	 pirpointed specific areas where MRS or PMS can be used for maximum benefit. (As
you ire probably aware, NT.;A has turned Landsat on over ocean shallow seas areas
for DMA. We are cur rently phasing up a program to search and evaluate this
imagery.)
With regard to the selectable spectral bands, it
be able to "dial" the best set of spectral bands for the
With clear ocean waters, the blue and green bands can be
best penetration. With coastal waters, selections can b
yellow. I need to have Fabian Polcyn or Cr. Barker look
3-19t,
sounds as if we should
water mass to be imaged.
selected to provide the
made closer to the
at the respective placemer
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of optimum bands on the filter wheel so that the best selections are not mutually
exclusive. We hope to be able to use .and ratioing with three bands to extract
bottom reflection so that we can compute ture depths. The fourth band selectea
	 y
will be either red or near infrared to provide shoreline and control imagery.
There is also some question as to the Landsat band six and its capability tc pene-
trate water. We are consistently seeing shallow features on six that do not
appear on seven. We have not been able to define whether there are actually scare
features above water at these places. Fabian has even suggested that there might
be some cross over or leakage from the other channels. Our research cruise
this summer will try and resolve some of this doubt.
It might be beneficial to have a seperate wheel for selection of the
polarization options. The best re-ults for our interests would be polarized blue
	 .^
or green bands. We are finding the sun glint on Landsat offers a significant
contribution to the signal with respect to the depth extraction algorithms.
Additional	 considerations must be made with respect to the poirting and
positioning of the satellite and the acquired
	
image
	
if we are to make effective j{
use of the system to support charting. 	 I	 refer you to the original 	 GMA require-
ments.
17
U
Finally,	 I	 would lil.e to	 remind you	 of our original	 discussions
	
concerning
the radiometric	 sensitivity requirements	 for a	 photobathymetric
	 sensor.	 Si11r:e
the light returning from the ocean bottom has twice traversed the water column,
each time undergoing exponential 	 attenuation,	 a PMS will	 have more benefit
	
if
each radiance quantization 	 level	 could represent
	 sonthing approximating uniform
depth	 increments.	 At best,
	 it should have more of its quantization 	 levels
spread over the range of photometric response that represents the signal
	 range
from the ocean's bottom.	 Perhaps a compromise for land and water viewing could
be reached by a carefully thought out compression of the output counts as a
function of source
	
radiance.
	 Proper compression of the Landsat data by a logar-
ithmic
	
signal	 compression not only	 improves
	 photomultiplier signal	 to noise,
	 it
also provides better bathymetric potential	 than does the linear compression.	 Note
also,	 that the present Landsat quantization,
	 even	 in high gain,	 leaves much to be
desired	 since the lower radiance values of a
	 shoal	 area are representing a Rich
larger range of depths than does a near surface radiance value.
	 Perhaps another
alternative for consideration would	 be different compression options,
	 selectable
by ground control	 at the user's option.
All in all the MRS seems to offer much more capability to provide useful
bathymetric data than the Landsat or Thematic Mapper Scanners. I look forward
to hearing the results of your workshop, ! will be away on the research cruise
until 25 rune and may depart for the second cruise around the eighteenth of July.
	 --
1 
-hould be back in the Washington area anytime following 3 August.
Yours
James Hammack
i
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